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This report documents the real-time algorithm used to 
generate the necessary video interface signals, for each of the 
selected oil rig/helicopter relative geometry scenarios, to drive 
an airborne color radar display. Typical display results are 
documented. Unique features of the real-time algorithm include 
(1) a circular list approach to target sorting and ray 
generation, (2) target shape and multiple target merging effect 
generation, and (3) sea clutter generation. 
Gratitude is expressed to Mr. George Clary of the NASA-Ames 
Research Center for his efforts on the project. In particular, 
his technical guidance on the radar math model and his work to 
provide in-flight radar video data for simulation validation was 
much appreciated. 
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This report documents software developed by Systems Control 
Technology, Inc. (SCT) to provide a real-time simulation of an 
airborne radar for overwater approaches to oil rig platforms. 
This software was developed for NASA-Ames Research Center as part 
of the Rotorcraft All-Weather Operations Research Program. The 
simulation is being used to study advanced concepts for 
enhancement of airborne radar approaches (ARA) in order to reduce 
crew workload, improve approach tracking precision, and reduce 
weather minimums. ARA's are currently used for off-shore 
helicopter operations to and from oil rigs. 
With this purpose in mind, NASA-Ames needed a weather radar 
simulator for use in an existing fixed-base helicopter 
simulator. They awarded a contract to Computer Avionics 
Corporation (CAC) to develop the necessary hardware interface 
between the Sperry/RCA Primus 500 color weather radar and a Xerox 
Data Systems Sigma 9 simulation computer currently used by 
NASA-Ames. The radar interface hardware provides for two-way 
communication between the Sigma 9 and the radar display. 
Information obtained from the radar display through the interface 
includes antenna position, sweep direction, range setting, mode 
settings (weather/map and radar/beacon/both), radar and beacon 
gain settings, tilt, and sector scan (120 or 60 degrees). The 
radar interface receives from the simulation software encoded 
data defining the current target (oil rig) to be displayed. The 
ray definition consists of a sequence of intensity levels and 
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SCT was awarded a contract with the objective of developing 
the software necessary to simulate overwater radar displays. The 
real-time simulation requirement for the software was a 
constraint requiring trade-off studies to achieve a reasonable 
degree of simulation fidelity using simplified math models and 
computationally efficient algorithms. Also, due to the projected 
research uses for the software modular programming, the use of a 
high-level language (FORTRAN) was required to achieve research 
flexibility. 
1.3 APPROACH 
An overview block diagram of the radar simulation software 
is depicted in Figure 1.1. The software consists of three basic 
sections. The first section is the initialization section which 
allows the operator to select a block of targets and to execute 
this code to define all necessary parameters before actual 
simulation. This code is only executed once before the 
simulation starts. The second block of code deals primarily with 
target manipulation. It is responsible for maintaining the 
target list in a circular linked list, maintaining pointers into 
the target list for targets in view of the radar and deciding 
what targets should be updated. The third area of code is 
responsible for modeling visible radar targets and sea clutter by 
inserting intensity level changes into a linked list. At the end 
of each pass, this list is then used to merge all targets and 
output the sequence of intensity levels and ranges to the radar 
interface. 
There are six subroutines in the radar simulation software. 
The first two deal only with initialization. 
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INIRDR - Called by the simulation executive to initialize the 
radar simulation. Contains the X, Y locations of all 
targets to be simulated. Operator must define NBRTGT 
to indicate the first target in the block and NUMTGT to 
indicate the number of targets before INIRDR is called. 
INSTGT - Called by INIRDR to install a particular target into 
the linked list of targets. Used only for 
initialization. 
The remaining four subroutines are used when the simulation 
is running, and they perform the target manipulation and display 
generation tasks. 
CREATE - The main subroutine called by the simulation executive 
to generate a radar vector. It inputs data from the 
radar interface and determines the antenna heading. It 
then processes targets starting with a target known to 
be behind the antenna sweep and continuing until it 
encounters a target beyond the antenna sweep. For each 
target visible, it generates a set of intensity level 
changes and inserts them into a linked list by a call 
to subroutine INSERT. It also determines which target 
should be updated with new relative position 
calculations and updates it with a call to subroutine 
UPDATE. It also inserts any intensity level changes 
caused by the sea clutter model. Finally, it uses the 
linked list of intensity level changes to create the 
encoded data for the radar display. 
INSERT - Insert intensity level changes into the linked list. 
Each call inserts an increased level change at the two 
ranges supplied with the call. 
UPDATE - Updates a radar target position by a call to HDGDST. 
It then makes sure that the target is still in its 
correct position in the circular linked list. If not, 
it is moved to its correct position. 
HDGDST - Calculates the relative bearing, relative tilt and 
distance for a target. It is called by UPDATE and also 
INSTGT to calculate the target position. 
The constraint for real-time operation requires the radar 
simulation software to execute in 13 milliseconds or less for 
each radar ray generated. It was desired to keep the simulation 
cycle time under 45 milliseconds; the helicopter simulation with 



















milliseconds per cycle, leaving up to 13 milliseconds of cycle 
time for the radar software. Using the 45 millisecond cycle 
time, the radr antenna moves 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 degrees per cycle. 
Therefore, each software-generted ray is repeated until a new one 
is sent, and the software resolution is 1-1/4 to 1-1/2 degrees. 
This has not limited the display realism since the weather radar 
resolution is 6 to 8 degrees beamwidth. The information used to 
model the radar returns from point targets, beacons, and the sea 
was obtained from George Clary of NASA-Ames Research Center. 
Also, information regarding modeling of the threshold levels for 
the Sperry/RCA Primus 500 color radar and validation of the 
actual display were obtained with his assistance. Information 
regarding the radar theory and general description of the RCA 
Primus 500 radar is being documented in a NASA Technical Memo, 
"Simulation of a Weather Radar Display for Overwater Airborne 
Radar Approaches." 
The rest of this report is organized as follows. Chapter II 
reviews the key problems and issues of the radar simulation and 
describes the selected approach. Chapter III documents the 
high-level flow of the radar simulation. Chapter IV shows the 
radar display output from the simulation for various radar 
parameters and attempts to show typical results from varying one 
parameter at a time. Chapter V presents concluding remarks. 
Appendix A contains a complete source listing of the simulation 
software as well as documentation for each subroutine describing 
key variables and common areas. 
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II. PROBLEM DISCUSSION AND APPROACH 
This section discusses the key problems and issues and then 
proceeds to describe the specific approach used in resolving each 
of them within the scope of this effort. 
2.1 OVERVIEW OF KEY PROBLEMS AND ISSUES 
Several major problems had to be resolved in order to meet 
the requirements of the real-time radar simulation~ These 
included the following. 
(1) Devising a method of maintaining the lists of targets 
in sorted order so as to minimize the number of targets processed 
per pass. This was deemed necessary because of the real-time 
requirements. 
(2) Determining a method to update a target's position in a 
timely manner in order to give an accurate position and to 
prevent the target from being updated while it is being 
displayed. This will prevent a target from being split. 
(3) Determining a time-efficient method for modeling the 
target shape. This method should accurately account for known 
radar theory. It must also reflect changes in the target range, 
range setting, radar mode, gain settings, beacon targets, and 
antenna tilt. 
(4) Devising a method to model sea clutter. Since little 
is known about the effects of sea clutter, an experimental model 
should be developed which will be time-efficient and will model 
some of the known or anticipated effects of sea clutter. It 
should take into account both the velocity and direction of the 
wind, thereby defining the "sea state." 
(5) Implementing a simple method to merge multiple targets 
and/or sea clutter. Since each target will be independently 
processed and the output of this processing will consist of 
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intensity changes at calculated ranges, then a sorted list of 
these intensity changes will need to be ~aintained. Before 
output to the actual hardware, those targets which overlap in 
range will have to be merged. 
2.2 TARGET TRACKING 
To satisfy requirements (1) and (2), it was decided to 
maintain the targets in a circular linked list in order of 
magnetic bearing from the helicopter's current position. Since 
the antenna sweeps in both the clockwise and counterclockwise 
direction, two pointers for each target were maintained. One is 
used for the clockwise direction and the other for the 
counterclockwise direction. Magnetic bearing was used as opposed 
to heading relative to the helicopter since magnetic bearing 
changes slowly with the helicopter's position while relative 
heading can change quickly as the helicopter changes heading. 
These pointers are stored in the TGTPTR array. 
In order to process only the targets pointed to by the 
antenna, two angular areas were defined. Both areas are defined 
relative to the current antenna direction. The first is the 
target area which defines the area in which targets may be 
visible and should be processed. It is defined by the TGTWDT 
parameter which specifies the maximum difference in direction 
allowed between the target and the antenna direction. It is 












from the antenna heading minus 12 degrees to the antenna heading I 
plus 12 degrees. Once a target is in the target area, it can no 
longer have its position updated. This prevents the target from 
splitting since its position remains constant throughout the 
sweep past the target direction. 
The second angular area is the look-ahead area. It is 
defined in order to assure that the target's positions are up to 























forward edge of the target area about 6 degrees. This angle is 
defined by the LOKAHD parameter, but the actual size of the 
look-ahead area is determined by LOKAHD - TGTWDT. This area is 
always in front of the antenna sweep direction. When the antenna 
changes direction, the look-ahead area changes to the other side 
of the target area. When a target enters the look-ahead area, it 
becomes a primary candidate for updating its position. The 
proper size of the look-ahead area is determined by the number of 
targets that may enter the look-ahead area at the same time. 
Once a target enters the look-ahead area, it has about five 
passes to update its position betore it enters the target area 
and becomes "frozen." If six targets came into the look-ahead 
area at once, then only five would have a chance to be updated 
before they entered the target area. The current value of LOKAHD 
seems appropriate since targets never enter the look-ahead area 
at that rate and the target's position changes very little in .6 
seconds; this is the time from when the target gets updated to 
the time the antenna sweeps by the target. A diagram of the 
target and look-ahead areas is contained in Figure 2.1. 
Targets have their position updated by two different 
priorities. Only one target is updated on each pass of the 
algorithm. First priority goes to targets that have entered into 
the look-ahead area. If no targets have entered the look-ahead 
area, a target is picked that is outside both the target and 
look-ahead areas. These secondary priority targets are selected 
by traversing clockwise through the target list. When the target 
area is encountered, it is skipped until a target is found past 
the target area. The actual updating is done by subroutine 
UPDATE. This routine updates the true heading and distance from 
the helicopter to the target. The distance computed is actually 
the slant range computed from the differences in X position, Y 
position, and altitude between the helicopter and the target. It 
also updates the tilt angle to the target and the log 10 value of 
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it no longer lies between its clockwise and counterclockwise 
neighbor, the target pointers are changed by removing the updated 
target, finding its new position in the linked list, and then 
inserting it. 
2.3 TARGET MODELING AND SIMULATION 
Targets are simulated only if they are in the current target 
area. Then target modeling starts by computing the signal 
strength returned from the current target. The equations for 
calculating signal strength are derived from basic radar theory. 
The NASA technical memo, which is currently in work, 'will contain 
a detailed discussion of the radar theory involved in the 
simulation as well as discussions on the radar-specific values 
used in the radar equation. 
signal strength equatons for 
the threshold levels for all 
This memo will define the returned 
both normal and beacon targets, and 
three intensity levels. 
The basic radar equation for signal strength returned from a 
non-beacon oil rig target is: 
Return Power (dB) = Transmit Power - 30 * log (4*Pi) 
- 40 * log (Range) + 2 * Antenna Gain 
Ci n dB) 
+ 20 * log (Lambda) + 10 * log (Sigma) 
- TR Loss 
Several of these values are constants for purpose~ of this 
simulation. These include 
Transmit Power = 7000 watts = 68.45 dbm 
Lambda = .0319 meters = radar wavelength 
Sigma = 1000 square meters = target reflectivity 
TR Loss = 3.6 dB = SH-3 transmit/receive losses 
The antenna gain is computed from the maximum antenna gain minus 
antenna pointing error loss. The maximum antenna gain depends on 
the antenna size and can be computed by 6.4 + 200 log (antenna 
diameter in inches). For an 18" antenna, this gives a value of 
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31.5 db. The pointing error is calculated from the direction 
error and the tilt error. The gain loss is then calculated using 
the angular antenna error as an index into a table of antenna 
losses. The range is obtained from the target position 
information which was computed during the last update of the 
target. The range value is in nautical miles while the radar 
equation expects it in meters. The log of the conversion factor 
is therefore added in as a constant. The final radar equation 
for return power after all constants have been removed is 
Return Power (dB) = - 95.13 - 40* log (Range in NM) 
+ 2.00* antenna gain - TR loss 
The returned signal strength is then compared with the 
threshold levels. These define the mjnimum level for which the 
target is visible. The actual threshold levels depend on several 
factors which include pulse width, radar mode (map or weather), 
target distance and maximum antenna gain. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 
show the threshold levels for weather and map mode, respectively, 
as obtained from Sperry/RCA avionics for the RCA Primus 500 
radar. The MDS (minimum detectable signal) depends on the pulse 
width. For weather mode or map mode with a range of 50 miles or 
greater a long pulse width (2~35 s) is used and the MDS is 
lower. This is also used if the radar is in beacon or both 
modes. For map mode less than 50 miles in range, the shorter 
pulse width (0.6 s) is used; this gives a higher MDS. 
The 28 dB maximum antenna gain is the correct value for the 
12" antenna. If an 18" ,antenna is installed, the maximum antenna 
gain increases to 31.5 dB. This causes the returned signal 
strength to be increased by 7 dB. To correct for this, the 
threshold levels for the simulated radar are also increased 
whereas an actual hardware adjustment to the radar receiver is 
required on an aircraft. 
The target is modeled independently for each color 
intensity. The threshold level for the color intensity 
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yields a positive dB level, then the target is visible at that 
intensity. The length of the target for this intensity level is 
obtained from parameters defining the minimum length and a factor 
multipled by the dB level. The actual length is a function of 
the range selected, the color intensity, and the pulse width. 
Parameters also define the percentage of the target ahead and 
behind the actual target distance. Target shape and the 
parameters that define it are given in Figure 2.4. 
Targets with beacons on them are also modeled. Return power 
from beacons is defined as 
Return power (dB) = beacon transmit power 
- 20 log (4*PI) 
- 20 log (range in meters) 
+ radar antenna gain 
+ beacon antenna gain 
+ 20 log (lambda) 
- one-way loss 
Several of these values are constants for purposes of this 
simulation. These include: 
Beacon transmit power = 400 watts = 56.02 dBm 
Radar beacon antenna gain = 5 dB 
'Lambda = 0.0322 meters 
The range was again converted to nautical miles and the radar 
antenna gain is computed as before. This yields the return power 
as 
Return power (dB) = -56.16 - 20* log (range in nm) 
+ antenna gain - one-way loss 
The threshold level for beacon returns is modeled as in 
Figure 2.5. There is no MDS defined. The dB level is obtained 
by subtracting the threshold level from the return power. If it 
is positive then the beacon target is visible and is modeled as a 
fixed length target. This length is the same as TGTLEN described 
in Figure 2.4. The beacon target appears at the maximum 
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reaching maximum intensity. Because of the time delay between 
the beacon receiving an interrogation signal and the beam 
responding, the beacon target appears 0.6 miles behind the actual 
target. Thus, when the display mode is "both" (radar and beacon 
targets), the radar target with the beacon will appear at the 
correct distance, while the beacon target will appear 0.6 miles 
behind it. 
2.4 INITIALIZATION 
Several requirements were necessary for the initialization 
task. Initialization occurs only once prior to executing the 
simulation when subroutine INIRDR is executed. Many different 
target patterns were stored in the 100 loctions reserved for 
target descriptions. The operator must set two parameters (first 
target to be displayed and the total number of targets). The 
initialization procedure then calculates the position and bearing 
and then inserts it into the target pointers which maintain the 
clockwise and counterclockwise lists. This is repeated for the 
total number of targets. This procedure provides a means for the 
operator to define new target locations interactively and then to 
display them without the need for recompilation. 
2.5 SEA CLUTTER MODEL 
The sea clutter model is intended to model the effects of 
radar return from the sea. The sea clutter effect on actual 
radar is very complicated. There can exist very random returns 
from the sea with the amount of clutter ranging from almost solid 
with a few holes to an almost clear screen with a few solid 
patches. Because of the execution time constraints, several 
simplifying constraints were made. Once such constraint is that 
no holes would exist in the sea clutter. This allowed sea 



























Furthermore, it was decided that the sea clutter would only exist 
in the lowest intensity level. A separate pass through the 
algorithm would have to be made to generate a different intensity 
level and it was decided that the amount of actual sea clutter at 
a higher intensity level was not sufficient to justify more 
execution time. 
Therefore, the sea clutter model consists of calculating a 
return level from the sea and comparing it with the threshold 
level. The threshold level is calculated as in the radar target 
with the range being defined as the slant range between the radar 
antenna and the sea. The level of return from the sea accounts 
for several factors, which include the following. 
(1) The increasing reflectance of the sea as tilt 
decreases (pointing more directly at the sea); 
t2) The increasing reflectance as sea state 
increases. The sea state was defined in terms of 
wind velocity for purposes of this simulation. 
(3) The changes in reflectance a a function of heading 
relative to the sea. 
Other factors affecting the sea return include radar gain, pulse 
width, slant range, antenna gain, and miscellaneous transmission 
losses. 
After the sea return level is calculated, it is then 
compared with the threshold level. If the return level is 
greater than the threshold level, then an area of sea clutter is 
generated. This area is centered around the sea slant range. To 
provide more realism, a random noise factor was inserted in the 
calculation of sea clutter starting and ending ranges. 
Further discussion on the derivation of the sea clutter 
model is to be included in a NASA Technical Memo to be published 
later this year. 
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2.6 TARGET MERGING 
The final problem remaining was how to merge the 
independentlY generated targets when two or more targets 
overlap. The solution was to maintain a range sorted list of 
intensity changes. The intensity change defines both the 
previous intensity level and the new intensity level traversed. 
At every range, a count of each intensity level is maintained. 
If the intensity level produced is the same as the current 
intensity, then no change is necessary and the point is 
eliminated. An example of the merging of two targets is in 
Figure 2.6. 
The rules for merging intensity are as follows: 
2 level 1 = level 1 Clow intensity) 
3-5 level 1 = level 2 (medium intensity) 
6 or more level 1 = level 3 (high intensity) 
1 level 2 + 3 or more level 1 = level 3 
1 level 2 + 1 or more level 2 = level 3 
These rules were designed to produce realistic merging at 
large ranges (multiple targets in close proximity) and also 
merging of targets at short range and high intensities. 
20 
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III. PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 
The methodology used in developing the real-time software 
was first to implement it on a system consisting of a PDP 11/34 
computer driving a Megatek graphics display which, in turn, was 
used to simulate the RCA radar. This allowed substantial 
development and debugging to be performed without access to the 
heavily used NASA simulation computer. After a baseline version 
had been developed and optimized for real-time execution~ the 
program was converted to the NASA Sigma 9 computer. After 
several revisions of this baseline code on both the above-
mentioned computers the final software, documented below, 
resulted. The work on the Sigma 9 facility was supported by 
Computer Sciences Corporation. Consequently, on-site personnel 
are acquainted with the code developed at a working level and are 
qualified to make future revisions . 
The following three Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 show the high 
level flow of the CREATE subroutine including target processing, 
modeling and updating. Further documentation including program 
description, listings and a list of variables is contained in 
Appendix A. This is the current software existing at NASA-Ames 
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IV. DISPLAY OUTPUT RESULTS 
The objective of this effort was to produce visually 
realistic displays for typical overwater approaches to oil rig 
clusters and platforms. In order to allow project engineers to 
perform this activity it was necessary to (1) review currently 
available data on such approaches and (2) characterize the 
quality of the displays by providing hard copy examples of the 
display outputs for typical sets of key system parameters. 
As the work progressed, it turned out that very few flight 
test data sources were available; in fact, NASA-Ames project 
engineers appeared to have the best available visual description 
of the target returns. A flight was made in one of the NASA 
aircraft specifically for obtaining visual display data from oil 
rigs, and the NASA TM in preparation will show comparisons 
between photos of the simulation display and airborne display. 
As a mechanism to characterize the quality of the display 
generated, a series of runs wre made at the SCT facility and the 
results were drawn on a plotter. Table 4.1 summarizes the 
various runs. It should be noted that these runs were generated 
with SCT's software version of the radar simulation. The Sigma 9 
listing in Appendix A has modified some of the parameters to 
improve target shaping and sea clutter models. Therefore, these 
plots are not exactly as in the Sigma 9 version although the 
basic characteristics of the simulation are accurately 
represented. 
Figure 4.1 details the parameter values used for the 
simulation runs shown in Figures 4.2 through 4.45. Several 
observations should be made about the trial runs. Figures 4.2 to 
4.7 show the effects of target merging as the target distance 
goes from 1.75 to 70 miles. Also apparent is the pulse width 
change as the range in map mode is changed from 25 to 50 miles. 
As the pulse width changes from .6 ~s to 2.35 ~s the target 
27 
Table 4.1 
Display Characterization Cases 
FIGURE NO. COMMENTS 
4.2 - 4.7 Effects of range on MAP mode 
4.8 - 4.12 Effects of range on WEATHER mode 
4.13 Both radar and beacon 
4.14 Beacon only 
4.15 - 4.18 Effects of radar gain 
4.19 - 4.22 Effect of beacon gain 
4.23 - 4.29 Effects of ti 1 t O-knot wind 
4.30 - 4.34 Effects of tilt 10-knot wind 
4.35 - 4.39 Effects of tilt 10-knot wind 
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length increases. Figures 4.8 to 4.12' show the same runs in 
weather mode. The major difference between map and weather mode 
is the use of the 2.35 ~s pulse width at all ranges in the 
weather mode. This causes the targets in weather mode to be 
thicker at ranges less than 50 miles than targets in map mode. 
Figure 4.13 shows the effect of placing the radar in both mode 
which displays both beacon and radar returns. All radar returns 
are suppressed from the highest intensity (red) while the beacon 
return is a constant thickness at the highest intensity. The 
beacon delay of .6 nautical miles places the beacon return behind 
the primary target. Figure 4.14 shows the beacon only display. 
Figures 4.15 to 4.18 shows the effects of the radar gain. As the 
gain voltage is lowered from 5 to 2 volts the targets shrink. 
This represents a change in gain from +3 to -21 dB compared to 
the preset gain equal to 4.625 volts. The targets disappear 
completely at radar gains of less than 2 volts. 
Figures 4.19 to 4.22 show similar effects on the beacon 
target when the beacon gain is reduced from 5 volts to 2 volts. 
Figures 4.23 to 4.29 show the effects of tilt on target 
appearance. When the radar tilt deviates from the optimal the 
target size diminishes. Also the first effects of sea clutter is 
shown in Figures 4.28 and 4.29. As the tilt decreases the 
angular width of the sea clutter increases while the range of the 
clutter decreases. Figures 4.30 to 4.39 show sea clutter effects 
as the wind velocity increases to 10 and 20 knots with tilts 
ranging from -1 to -12 degrees. Maximum range of the sea clutter 
is with a wind velocity of 20 knots and -1 degree tilt. The sea 
clutter in this case extends up to 50 miles. The last set of 
figures are sea clutter effects at 500 feet altitude. This gives 
shorter ranges of the sea clutter. Figure 4.45 shows sea clutter 
when the wind direction is perpendicular to the flight path. 
This causes the waves to be parallel to the flight path and less 
sea clutter return. The width of the sea clutter is maximum at 
the edges and minimal straight ahead as opposed to the other way 
around with a wind direction of 360 degrees. 
31 
A few typical cases of interest were also documented by 
photographIng the RCA color display as simulated at NASA Ames 
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Figure 4.8 
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Figure 4.46 Map Mode for Three-Target Situation 
Figure 4.47 Weather Mode for Three-Target Situation 
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Figure 4.48 Map Mode of Multiple Targets 




Figure 4.50 Two-and-a-Half Mile Range Under 
Wind Conditions 
Figure 4.51 Ten Mile Range Under Wind Conditions 
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Figure 4.52 Beacon Mode 




















v. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This report documents the software developed to drive a 
color radar display for overwater helicopter approaches to 
off-shore oil rig platforms. A variety of off-shore scenarios 
representing airborne radar approach conditions were defined in a 
software library and snapshots of the resulting output for 
interesting situations were documented in the report. 
Unique features of the real-time algorithm are (1) a 
circular list approach to target sorting and ray generation, (2) 
target shape and multiple target merging effect generation and 
(3) sea clutter generation. 
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HELICOPTER RADAR DISPLAY SIMULATION PROGRAM LISTING 
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THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN FOR NASA-AMES TO SIMULATE 
RADAR RETURNS IN A RCA PRIMUS 500 RADAR SCREEN. 
THIS SUBROUTINE CREATES A RADAR VECTOR IN A DIGITAL 
ENCODED FORM. THIS VECTOR IS IN A FORM COMPATIBLE 
WITH THE RAD~R TARGET SIMULATOR WHICH DRIVES A PRIMUS 
500 RADAR SCOPE. THIS PROGRAM CREATES THESE VECTORS 
FOR SEA MODE ONLY. 
CREATE IS CALLED EACH TIME A NEW VECTOR IS TO BE 
PRODUCED. IT INPUTS DATA FROM THE RADAR HARDWARE TO 
DETERMINE THE ANTENNA POSITION, DIRECTION OF TRAVEL 
AND RANGE SETTING. IT ALSO KNOWS THE CURRENT HELICOPTER 
LOCATION AND HEADING THRU COMMON /XFLOAT/. SUBROUTINE 
INIRDR WAS CALLED AT INITIALIZATION TIME TO CREATE 
A LIST OF TARGET DATA WHICH IS MAINTAINED IN A CIRCULAR 
LIST AND IS STORED IN COMMON ITARGET/. ALSO MAINTAINED 
IS A SET OF POINTERS INTO THIS TARGET LIST. TGTSTR POINTS 
THE FIRST TARGET BEHIND THE RADARSWEEP AND NOT VISABLE. 
TGTEND POINTS TO THE LAST TARGET WHICH IS AHEAD OF THE RADAR 
SWEEP AND AHEAD OF THE LOOKAHEAD AREA. A LOOKAHEAD AREA 
IS DEFINED AHEAD OF THE SWEEP TO INSURE THAT ALL TARGETS 
ABOUT TO 3E VISABLE TO THE RADAR HAVE BEEN UPDATED WITH 
REGARD TO DISTANCE AND HEADING. THESE TARGETS ARE UPDATED 
BY PRIMARY UPDATE WHENEVER THEY HAVE ENTERED THE LOOKAHEAD 
AREA. IF ALL TARGETS IN THE LOOKAHEAD AREA HAVE BEEN UPDATED 
THEN AN ALTERNATE TARGET NOT IN THE RADAR SWEEP IS UPDATED. 
ONLY ONE TARGET IS UPDATED AT A TIME AND ONCE A TARGET IS 
VISABLE TO THE RADAR ITS POSITION WILL NOT BE UPDATED UNTIL 
THE RADAR SWEEP IS PAST IT. A TARGET UPDATE IS PERFORMED BY A 
CALL TO SUBROUTINE UPDATE. THIS CORRECTS THE HEADING AND 
DISTANCE INFORMATION AND INSURES THAT THE CIRCULAR LIST 
IS MAINTAINED IN THE PROPER ORDER. 
THE ALGORITHM STARTS BY CALCULATING THE ANTENNA HEADING 
AND THE HEADING DIFFERNCE OF THE TARGET POINTED TO BY TGTSTR. 
THIS INITIAL HEADING DIFFERENCE IS ALWAYS NEGATIVE AND 
HEADING DIFFERENCE IS CORRECTED FOR THE ANTENNA DIRECTION SO 
THAT A NEGATIVE HEADING DIFFERENCE MEANS THE TARGET 'IS BEHIND 
THE ANTENNA SWEEP. THE ALGORITHM PROCESSES EACH TARGET BY 
TRAVERSING THE CIRCULAR LIST IN ORDER OF ANTENNA DIRECTION. 
THIS PROCEEDS UNTIL A TARGET IS ENCOUNTERED PAST THE LOOKAHEAD 
AREA. EACH TARGET PROCESSED THAT IS VISABLE TO THE RADAR 
(IE. -TGTWDT < HDGDIF < TGTWDT , GENERATES A NUMBER OF 
INTENSITY TRANSITIONS AT OFFSETS FROM THE TARGET DISTANCE. 
THESE CHANGES ARE STORED IN A LINKED LIST BY SUBROUTINE INSERT 
AFTER ALL TARGETS HAVE BEEN PROCESSED THE LIST IS TRAVERSED 
TO GENERATE A LIST OF INTENSITY CHANGES IN ORDER OF DISTANCE 
TO BE SENT TO THE RADAR HARDWARE. THIS OUTPUT DATA IS SENT BY 
A CALL 7G SUBROUTINE SRDI. 




















/T;~GET/ Ii'W:';rr:UAL TARGET DtHA 
NUMTGT - NUMBER OF TARGETS DEFINED 
TGTLOC(2,TGT!D) - X AND Y LOCATION OF TARGET IN FEET 
FROM PRIMARY TARGET 
TGTHDG(TGTID) - TARGET HEADING RELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH 
IN RADl.~NS 
,TGTDST(TGTID) - TARGET DISTANCE FROM HELICOPTER IN 
NAUTIC,t;L t1ILES 
TGTPTR(2,TGTID) - INTEGER POINTERS TO THE NEXT 
COUNTERCLOCKWISE AND CLOCKWISE TARGETS 
l 
j 
TGTTYF(TGTID) TYPE OF TARGET (0 = NON-BEACON, 1 = BEACON)~ 
TGTLOGtTGTID) - LOG 10 OF TARGET DISTANCE FROM HELICOPTER 
TGTTLT(TGTID) - ANGLE OF TILT FROM HELICOPTER TO TARGET 
ISTATUSI STATUS CF POINTERS INTO CIRCULAR LIST OF TARGETS 
TGTSTR - POINTER TO THE FIRST TARGET BEHIND THE RADAR SWEEP 
AND NOT VISABLE 
TGTEND - POINTER TO THE FIRST TARGET AHEAD OF THE SWEEP 
AND BEYOND THE LOOKAHEAD AREA 
LSTDIR - LAST DIRECTION OF RADAR SWEEP (O=CCW, l=CW) 
NXTUPD - NEXT PRIMARY TARGET TO BE UPDATED. ALWAYS IN 
THE LOOKAHEAD AREA OR EQUAL TO TGTEND 
NXTALT - NEXT ALTERNATE TARGET TO BE UPDATED. ALWAYS 
OUTSIDE OF THE VISABLE AND LOOKAHEAD AREAS. USED 
WHENEVER NO PRIMARY TARGET IS READY FOR UPDATING 
IBINTREI LIN~ED LIST OF INTENSITY CHANGES 
EINLST(l, NODE) - DISTANCE ALONG VECTOR OF THIS INTENSITY 
CHANGE IN RADAR TARGET POSITIONS 
BINLST(2,NODE) - INTENSITY CHANGES OF LOWEST COLOR 
BINLST(2, NODE) - INTENSITY CHANGES OF MIDDLE COLOR 
BINLST(4, NODE) - INTENSITY CHANGES OF HIGHEST COLOR 
BINLST(5, NODE) - POINTER TO NEXT NODE (LONGER DISTANCE) 
HDBLST NODE CLOSEST IN DISTANCE 
NXTNOD - NEXT NODE AVAILABLE FOR INSERT 
IANTENAI ANTENNA PARAMETERS 
ANTDIM DIAMETER OF RADAR ANTENNA IN INCHES 
RADOME - BEAM SPREADING FACTOR OF ANTENNA 
ANGAIN MAXIMUM GAIN OF ANTENNA IN DB'S 
BRKPNT DISTANCE AT WHICH STC CURVE CHANGES TO 
40 * LOGCDISTANCE) IN MILES 
ANTLOG - LOG 10 OF ANTDIM 
/XFLOATI SIMULATION DATA 
A(6) - PSIR - HELICOPTER HEADING IN RADIANS 
A(103) - XPR - HELICOPTER X LOCATION RELATIVE 
PRIMARY TARGET (IN FEET) 
A(104) - YPR - HELICOPTER Y LOCATION RELATIVE 
PRIMARY TARGET (IN FEET) 
A(10S) - HPR - HELICOPTER ALTITUDE RELATIVE TO 
PRIMARY TARGET (IN FEET) 
A(358) D2R - DEGREE TO RADIAN CONVERSION 
A(3S9) R2D - RADIAN TO DEGREE CONVERSION 
,!'~(460) PI - 3.14159 
A 461' TWOPI - 2 * PI 
A 464) - VWIND - VELOCITY OF WIND IN KNOTS 






























\/AR I .:~i: LE 
ANTHDG 
COMPUTED LENGTH OF ~AR;ET AHEAD OF ACTU~L JISTANCE 
IN MILES 
=E~CENT OF TARGET IN FRONT OF ACTUAL POSITION 
ERROR BETWEEN ANTEN~A HEADING AND TARGET HEADING 
Ir~ :DEGREES 
ACTUAL ANTENNA GAIN IN DB CONSIDERING AN1ENNA 
POINTING ERROR 
HEADING OF ANTENNA IN RADIANS RELATIVE TO TRUE NORTH 
ANTINC CHANGE IN HEADING (IN RADIANS) FOR EACH 
ANTENNA POSITION INCREMENT 
ANTLOS ANTENNA LOSS IN DB DUE TO ANTENNA ERROR 
ANTTSL(2S) - TABLE OF ANTENNA LOSSES IN DB DUE TO ANGULAR ERROR 
ONE ENTRY FOR EACH DEGREE OF ERROR 




PERCENT OF TARGET BEHIND ACTUAL TARGET POSITION 
ANTENNA TILT CONVERSION CONSTANT FROM RADAR 
UNITS TO DEGREES 
BCNGAN BEACON GAIN SETTING IN DB. RANGES FROM -37 TO +3 DB. 
BECDEl BEACON TRANSMITTING DELAY IN MILES 
BGK BEACON GAIN CONVERSION CONSTANT FROM RADAR 
UNITS TO VOLTS 
COEF1(2) - CORRECTION FACTOR FOR TARGET LENGTH CONSIDERING 
PULSE WIDTH. 
(1) = 2.35 USEC PULSE WIDTH 
(2) = .6 USEC PULSE WIDTH 
COEF2(3) - PE?CENT OF TARGET LENGTH FOR THE THREE INTENSITY 
LEVELS. 
(1) - PERCENT LENGTH OF LOWEST INTENSITY 
(2) = PERCENT LENGTH OF INTERMEDIATE INTENSITY 
(3) = PERCENT LENGTH OF HIGHEST INTENSITY 
CONVRT(6) - ARRAY TO CONVERT DISTANCE (IN MILES) TO ENCODED 
RADAR DISTANCE FOR EACH RANGE SETTING 
CURTGT - TARGET ID OF CURRENT TARGET BEING PROCESSED 
DB - COMPUTED DB LEVEL FOR EACH INTENSITY LEVEL 
DBLVL - COMPUTED RETURN SIGNAL STRENGTH IN DBM 
DBZERD TRIGGER LEVEL FOR SEA CLUTTER MODEL 
FIXFCT - CONVERTS FIXED SEA CLUTTER LEVEL TO VALUE USED TO 
COMPUTE MINRANGE AND MAXRANGE (I.E. CONTROLS 
CONTROLS CLUTTER LENGTH) 
FT2NM - FEET TO NAUTICAL MILE CONVERSION FACTOR 
HDGDIF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TARGET AND ANTENNA HEADING 
FOR CURRENT TARGET 
HDGFeT FACTOR APPLIED TO SEA REFLECTIVITY FOR 
HEADING REALATIVE TO THE SEA 
I - L.JORI,(. INDEX 
IANT - ENCODED ANTENNA TILT 
IAWPCI - ENCODED ANALOG WORD RECEIVED FROM RADAR 
IAZM - ENCODED ANTENNA DIRECTION 
IEBR - ENCODED RADAR MODE 
1 = R.ADAR ONLY 
2 = BEACOt>l ONLY 
3 = RADAR AND BEACON 
IBGN - ENCODED BEACON GAIN 
[COM? - COMPL~TE BIT VALUE 
IDATA(1-100) - ARRAY FOR OUTPUT DATA FOR RADAR HARDWARE 
IDIRF - CURRENT DIRECTION OF RADAR Sl.JEEP (O=CCW, l=CW) 
IDWPCI - ENCODED DISCRETE WORD RECEIVED FROM RADAR 






; ,,- . -: '-'-
~ . ...;r=..~ ; ;-;t:.t": 
1 = t1AP 
INTAC: - INTENSITY ADDED FOR 3TRONGEST TARGET 
INTCHG(4) - INTENSITY CHANGES FOR EACH LEVEL 
ALSO USED AS INTENSITY TOTALS FOR VECTOR CREATION 
INTENT(4) - ENCODED VALUE FOR ALL 4 INTENSITY LEVELS . 
!NT00T CURRENT OUTPUT INTENSITY LEVEL 
INTTOT - TOTAL INTENSITY LEVEL 
(0-1) = BLACV, 
(2-3) 
(3-6) 
= LO~EST INTENSITY 
= INTERMEDIATE INTENSITY 
(7- ) = HIGHEST INTENSITY 
IPGR - ~RESET RADAR INTENSITY IF = 1 
IPULSE - PULSE WIDTH 
1 = 2.35 US 
2 = . 6 US 
IRGN - ENCODED RADAR GAIN SETTING 
IRGSET CURRENT RANGE SETTING 
(1-6) = (2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 25.0, 50. C. 100.0) MILES 
IRNG1 RANGE AT WHICH INTENSITY LEVEL RISES (ENCODED) 
!RNG2 - RANGE AT WHICH INTENSITY LEVEL DROPS (ENCODEb) 
IRX SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR, 
IRY SEED FOR RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
LOKAHD - SIZE OF LOOKAHEAD AREA (IN RADIANS FROM CURRENT 
ANTENNA HEADING) 
LOOKUP - INDEX INTO ANTENNA TABLE 
LSTINT LAST INTENSITY LEVEL OUTPUT 
MANT MASK FOR ANTENNA TILT (ANALOG WORD) 
MAX - MAXIMUM ENCODED RANGE FOR CURRENT RANGE SETTING 
MAXINT - MAXIMUM INTENSITY LEVEL FOR CURRENT RADAR MODE 
MAXRNG(6) - MAXIMUM ENCODED RANGE FOR EACH RANGE SETTING 
MBBR MASK FOR RADAR/BOTH/BEACON MODE (DIGITAL WORD) 
MBGN MASK FOR BEACON GAIN (ANALOG WORD) 
MDIRF - MASK FOR ANTENNA DIRECTION (DIGITAL WORD) 
MDS(3.2) - MINIMUM DETECTABLE SIGNAL IN DB FOR 3 INTENSITY 
LEVELS AND 2 PULSE WIDTHS 
MIN - MINIMUM ENCODED RANGE FOR CURRENT RANGE SETTING 
MINRNG(6) - MINIMUM ENCODED RANGE FOR EACH RANGE SETTING 
MMAPS - MASK FOR MAP/WEATHER MODE (DIGITAL WORD) 
MFGR - MASK FOR PRESET GAIN (DIGITAL WORD) 
MRGN - MASK FOR RADAR GAIN (ANALOG WORD) 
MRGSET - MASK FOR RANGE SETTING (DIGITAL WORD) 
MSECT - MASK FOR SECTOR TYPE 60/120 DEGS (DIGITAL WORD) 
NODE - CURRENT NODE FOR LINKED LIST TRAVERSAL 
NPT - NUMBER OF OUTPUT WORDS FOR SRDO 
NXTPOS - NEXT ANTENNA POSITION AZIMUTH 
NXTTGT - NEXT TARGET IN DIRECTION OF RADAR SWEEP 
FROM CURRENT TARGET 
OHDDIF - HEADING DIFFERENCE OF LAST TARGET FROCESSED 
peT - PERCENT OF TARGET LENGTH CONSIDERING DB LEVEL AND 
INTENSITY LEVEL 
peTDB - FACTOR MULTIPLIED BY DB TO INCREASE TARGET LENGTH 
PCTMIN MINIMUM TARGET LENGTH (AT 0 DE) IN PERCENT 
PRSEA RADAR POWER RECEIVED FROM THE SEA 
PULSE RADAR PULSE WIDTH IN USEC 





RANGEl RANGE AT WHICH INTENSITY LEVEL INCREASES (IN MILES) ~ 
RANGE2 - RANGE AT WHICH INTENSITY LEVEL DECREASES (IN M!LES) 
RANGES(6) - MAXIMUM RANGE (IN MILES) FOR EACH RANGE SETTING 
RANGR - CURRENT RANGE OF TARGET (OR SEA CLUTTER) IN MILES 









RADAR GAIN CONVERSiON CONSTANT FROM RADAR 
UNITS TO VOLTS 
ANTENNA DIRECTION RELATIVE TO THE SEA 
(0 = HEAD SEA, 1 = DCWNSEA) 
TOTAL RANDOM EFFECT OF SEA CLUTTER 
PNGLOG LOG 10 OF CURRENT TARGET RANGE 
SEADS - SEA RETURN POWER RELATIVE TO LEVEL 1 
THRESHOLD 'JALUE 
SEAFCT - FACTOR WHICH MULTIPLIES WIND SPEED TO 
INCREASE SEA REFLECTIVITY IN HIGHER SEA STATES 
SFACT - ANTENNA HEADING CONVERSION CONSTANT TO CHANGE 
RADAR UNITS TO DEGREES 
SIGSEA - RADAR REFLECTIVITY OF SEA PER UNIT AREA 
STC - STC LEVEL FOR CURRENT :NTENSITY LEVEL 
STCLVL - STC LEVEL OF HIGHEST INTENSITY SETTING 
STCORG(3) - OFFSETS ADDED TO STCLVL TO OBTAIN STC LEVEL FOR 
EACH INTENSITY LEVEL 
STHDDF - HEADING DIFFERENCE OF STARTING TARGET ID (TGTSTR) 
TGTLEN(6) - LENGTH OF TARGET FOR EACH RABGE SETTING (MILES) 
TGTWDT - HALF OF THE WIDTH OF TARGET (RADIANS) 
TILT - RADAR ANTENNA TILT (IN RADIANS) 
TLTDIF TILT ERROR BETWEEN TARGET AND ANTENNA (IN RADIANS) 
TLTFCT - FACTOR MULTIPLIED BY TILT FOR SEA CLUTTER MODEL 
UPDTGT - TARGET TO BE UPDA~ED NEXT 
WNCOEF - FACTOR MUTIPLIED BY WIND FOR SEA CLUTTER MODEL 
WNDB - TOTAL FACTOR OF WIND, TILT AND WIND DIRECTION USED 
FOR SEA CLUTTER MODEL 
XANT - ANTENNA TILT IN DEGREES 
XBGN - EEACON GAIN IN VOLTS 
XRGN - RADAR GAIN IN VOLTS 
89 
1 ... 1'000 
2 .. 2.000 
3 ... 3.000 
4 ... 4.000 
:"I 
... 3. 000 
£:, ... 6.0ClO 
7 ... 7.01'J0 
8 .. 8.000 
=l ... 9.000 
lJ ... 10.00C 
11 .. 11. 000 
12 ... 12.000 
13 .. 13.000 
1 .... .. 14·000 
1'3 ... 15.000 
16 ... 16.000 
17 ... 17,000 
1~ .. 18·000 
19 .. 19·000 
2J ... 20.000 
21 .. 21.]00 
22 .. 22.000 
23 ... 23.000 
21+ ... 24.000 
;:1-' ~:) ... 25.000 
26 ... 26.000 
27 ... 27.000 
28 ... 28.000 
29 ... 29.000 




32 ... 32.000 
33 33.000 
34 ... 34.000 
35 ... 35·000 
36 36.000 
37 ... 37.000 
38 ... 38·000 
C*4+~**.*.****"*********.******.*****************.******~******* ; C**~********************** •• ****************************~***.*~J 
C***** TITL~'" S:CREAfXI HELRAD ** .. **~-
C *" * * * *" LAST M 5 D r r:; rED: 8A P R I L I '82: V D ~ E>~ * * .. * H~. 






nn s SUB R:9 UTI ~~ E C REA T EST H E S I ~. U LA r F. D R A DAR D A T A F e ~ e l J T· ; 
PUT TB A MeDIFI~D ~ACAR JISPLAY, RCA MBDEL PRIMUS 500 ••• 
C*** ~ 




















... GETS THE A~AL3G AND DIGITAL ~ATA FRBM THE 
RADAR DISPLAY UNIT ••• 
• SETS THE I~TENSITY LEVEL (CeLdR) CHANGES I~ 
rYE 8INA~Y TREE ••• 
- UPDATES THE TARGETS' HEADING AND DISTA~CE ••• 
... RETURNS ~ FlaATI~G·PBINT RANDeM NUMBER BAs~D~ 
A~ THE ?BWER RESIDUE METHBD CIBM 020~3011):" ~ 













* IXFLBATI A(500)/IFIXED/IA(250) 
* IHRC~M IRHC 50),I~(5u)JKC( 2~) 
C~MMBN 
































































/TARGET/TGTL8CC2,100), TGTDST(10C), TGTHDG(lOO), 
TGTPTR(2,10J), TGTL6G(100), TGTTLT(100), 
TGTTYP(100), 
~8RTGT, NUMT3TJ TGTIQ 
ISTATUS/LSTDIR, ~xTALT, NXTUPD, TGT~~D, TGTSrR, LAZM 
IANT[NA/A,\JTQIM, RAD~;1E, ANGA!"'J, BR!{P,T, RNGa~K, A~JTLeG 
46.000 C**4***********************4*********************************** 



























* (A( 6), 
* (Ae359), 
* (.A(464), 



























(~H( 5), XMAPS), 
X8R R), (RH( 8),xRANGE) .. 
( RH ( 15)J 




(IHe 1l .. TANTlJ 
(IH( 4), rCAMS)" 
(IHe 7), t~Bq), 




(IH(~7l .. ~'188R), 
C I H ( 40 ) , ~ R ''-1 G C F ) J 





(IH( 2), 1BG"4), 
(IH( 5), IMAPSl, 
(IH( 0), IRGSE::r), 
( ! H ( 11) , I UNRU~ ) , 
( I H ( 14 " ID I RF ) .. 
(IH(32l, MBGN), 
( I H ( 3 5 ), ~ ~1 A P S ) J 
( I H ( 38), MRGSE:: r> .. 
( IH(41l,f"'UNRUN), 
(IH(,,4), MDIRF), 
(IH( ::;), 1RGN), 
(IH( 6), IpGR), 
(IH( 9), IAZF)J 

















C********************.*********************************.*** •• ** 






























































A~TT3L(25), CB~VRT( 6), RANGES( 6), MDS(3,2lJ 










Br~LST, CURTGT, HDeLST, TGTEN~6 TGTID, 
T3 TPTR' T3TTYP, uO~TGT 
TGTS rR, --, 
I 
! 
90.000 C********~************.** •• *************.*******.*******.****** 
91.000 Clt**** OATA STATE:vENTS... *'*'***'*: 
I 





































116. 000 * 
117. 000 C * 
l1B.00C C***** 






ANTTgL/O.OQI 0·20, 0.90, 2·00, 3·301 5.5'.)1 
11 • 01 14 .8, 19·0, 21.+·0, 29'0, 36·0, 
34·51 29':)1 26.7, 26.5, 27-0, 29.(), 
32'8, 34,0, 35·0, 37.01 
ATr</O·11 76l+7J/' 2GK, RGi<l2*o'o1961/ 
SFACf/O.234:3750/ 
ce~VRT/124.a, 123.81 123.7, 
ANGArN/31.5/ , ANTDIM/18.01, 
FT2NM/1.6447368E-04/, 
RADeM~/1.03/1 TRL~SS/3.60/1 
INTE~T/12288, 8192,0,4096/, Ice;-'p/4Z70031 
gIT MASKS F9R THE RADAR 'A~ALBG' STATuS 'fieRD ••• 
DATA MANT/6ZF"FOOOOI, ~8G~/4ZFFOO/, M~GN/2lF"F"1 
~IT MASKS FSR THE RADA~ 'DIGITAL' STATUS weRD ••• 
120.000 DATA MCAMS /6Z800000/1 MMAPS 162400000/' 
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MPGR /6Z2000001, M3aR /6Z18000n/J 
~~GSET/6ZC7000011 MAZF 16Z003000/1 
MRNGCF/61004000/' MUNRU~/6Z002000I' 
MSY NCE/AZ0010COII MSECT /6Z000800/1 
MDIRF /57000~OOII MAZ~ /6l0003FF/' 
MDS/-I0g.01 -1°6-0, -1° 4 ,0, -96.0. -93.a, -91.111 
gECDE L/a.5/ 1 ceEFl/2'2,1'0/, C8EF2/1.C,C.65,O.2S/ 
MAXRNG/310,619/1237J1546'l~46'154611 
MI~R~G/16,16,1618'4/2/ 
TGTLE~/0.151 0'15, C.3CJ 0'30, 0'301 1.60/. 
AHDPCT/Q'1 5I , ASTPC T/0·85/ 
STceRG/-17.0/-7.U,O·01 
FIXFCT/O.151, RA~FIXIO_2/, rLTFCT/1,O/, 
HDGFCT/10,CIISEAFcT/O,1511 
RANGEs/2,5001 5.000' 10'00 1 25-00, 50'00, 100.01 
141.000 C************************************************************** 




















GET THE ANALaG AND DIGITAL RADAR ST~TUS wBRDS •• , 
CAll SRDI(I.A, . .JPCI,IO.JPcI) 
PREVENT INVALID STATUS W~RDS •• , 
1 F" (I A W P C 1 • E f1, 0) 
IF (IDWPCI .ECJ, 0) 
IAwPCI = 1338t:!12 
IDWPCI = 533~02 
YAZM = IAZM =: IA'JD(MAZMdD";PCIl 
XAZM = vAlM*SFAcr 
~ASK euT THF ;)ATA FRe~ THE. RADAR ANALtJG .~(}RD.'. 
VANr = rANT = ISL(IAND(MANT ,IAWPCI)I.16) - 6 
Y8GN = raG~ = ISL(IAND(MBGN ,IAWPCI), .~) 
VRGN = IRGN = IAND(MRG~ IIAwPCI) 
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16~ .. 162.000 
163 .. 163.000 
16 .. .. 164.000 
163 .. 165·JOO 
16l> .. 166.JJO 




16~ .. loS3·0'J0 








171.1. .. 1 7 '+'aoo 
175 .. 175. ,JOO 
176 .. 176.000 
177 .. 177'000 
17;3 .. 178.000 
17~ .. 179·000 
13~1 1-3:)-000 
181 .. 131.000 
182 .. 182.000 
183 .. 183.000 
13<+ .. 184,000 
185 .. 185.000 
t86 .. 136.000 
187 .. 137.000 
18~ '" 138·000 
199 .. 1.39.000 
19 0 .. 190-000 
191 • 191.000 




194 .. 194·0CO 
195 ... 195.000 
196 .. 136.0uO 
197 197.000 
198 .. 199-000 
199 .. 199.000 
200 • 200-000 
20t 201.000 
202 .. 202.000 
C*** Ce~PUTE THE A~TE~NA TILT ANGLE (DEGREES) A~D THE 3EACSN 









YANT*AT< .. 15'0 
YBGN*BGK 
5. 'J - YRGN .RGK 




































ISL(IA~D('1CA:-1S 11 DWPC I ) I -2J ) 
I SL< I ~ND (:1~1 APS 'IDWPCI)""2~) 
I SL ( I AND ( "1PGR IlDWPCI )'-21) 
I SL< I ANI) P1B9R 11DWPCI)''''19) 
rSL(IA~D(MRGSETIIDWPCI)J-16) + 1 
I SL' I AND P1AZF I!DWPCI)I-15) 
[SL'IAND(~RNGCFIIDWPCI)I-14) 
IsLe IM~DP.1UNRU~1 rDIJPCr ),-1]) 
rSL(IAND(MSYNCEIIDWPCI)'-12) 
ISLe IA~D' '1SECT ,dDWPCIlI-l1) 

























TIL T = X A ~iT .. D 2 R 
BCNGAN = X9GN*8'0 .. 37'0 
RD~GAN = XRGN*9.0 • 42.0 
IF' (IPGR 'EQ' 1) RDRsAN: 0.0 
IF (IRGSET .GT. 6) IRGSET = 6 
IoULSE = 1 
I F' (I ,.... A P S • E Q. 1 • AND • I R G SET • L E • 4 • A:-J D • I 6:3 R • E Q • 
* IPULSE = 2 
AHDLEN = TGTLENCIR3SET).CSEF1(IPULSr)*AHDPCT 
ASTLE~ = TGTLEN(JRGSET)*CSEF1(I?ULS~).ASTPcr 
94 
...., 













203 • 203.000 '1;\ X :: "1A:<R'JG(I~GSET) i 204 .. 204.000 ~II\J :: :-q NRNG ( I ~GSET) 
205 .. 205.000 
E** .... ** 206 .. 206.000 TNITrAlIZF ThlE Pj I ~JTE~3 A\ji) THt::. 8I~ARy. r~EE'" r 
I 20.7 .. 2)7'000 C 
, 20~ .. 2Jf1·000 I-lD3lST :: UPDTGT :: J 
209 .. 209.000 NXTNfJD = 1 
- 21,] .. 21-).000 NXTTGT :: TGTPT~( IDIKF 11 T3TSTR) I + 
; 211 .. 211'00e r-; ... 
212 .. 212':)00 Ii=' (lSTDIR ·E~ • ICIRF) 'Jfj Tf 8 
-
213 .. 213.,)00 C 
214 .. 214.000 TGTSTR :: TGTENJ 
21:; .. 215.000 NXTTGT :: TGTPTR( tDPF + 11 TGTSTR) 
216 .. 215.000 TGTEND = "IXTTGT 
;- 217 .. 217·000 C 
; 218 218.000 Ii=' (NXTUPD ·Er.. TGTSTR) NXTUPO :: NXTTGT .. 
21 3 .. 219.000 C 
r 22J .. 22J.ODC 8 cuRTGT :: TGTSTR 
i 221 .. 221.000 C 
I 222 .. 222.000 C***** CSMPUTE T"1t. ANTE~NA HEADING ... 
223 .. 223.000 C 
, 224 .. 224.000 IF (ASS( I Al:,., .. lAl~) ,GT. 50) lSECT :: TSECT 2:;:l- .. 225.000 lAl"1 = IAZ~ -0 
226 226.000 \lXTP6S :: I AV1 + 1 
227 .. 227.000 IF ( I D I RF .EO. 0) "JXTp6S :: IAZM .. 1 
22'3 .. 228'000 ISCAN :: 255 : I 229 .. 229. 0 00 IF (lSECT • Ec~. 1) ISCAI\ :: 127 
230 .. 230.000 C r 231 .. 231·000 ANTHDG = cSIR + ANTI\iC* ("'XTPCS .. ISCAN) 
232 .. 232.000 C 
233 .. 233.000 2 IF (ANTHDG 'LT • T;,~Bp I ) Gt! TO 4 
,--. 23 .. .. 23'+'000 ANTHDG ~ ANTHDG .. T ... ep I: GtJ Te 2 
235 .. 235.000 4 II=' (ANTHDG 
.::lE • 0,0) Gt! Te 6 
236 .. 236.000 ANTHDG :: MJTHDG + T~.Jep I J Gt! T6 4 
237 .. 2:31.000 C ,--
238 .. 233·000 C***** Ct}MPUTE IN! rIAL HEAD I'!':' DIF'FER!:."JCE lESS THAN ZEPe ••• 
239 .. 239.000 C 
240 • 240.000 6 8HODIF ~ TGTHDG(CURTGT) .. ANTHDG 
,-- 241 .. 241.000 C 
241:' .. 2-+2.000 IF (IDIRF 'EG, 0) 9u DDIF = .. eHDJIF 
24] .. 243.000 IF (BHDDIF .GT. • TGT' . JDT) 8HDDIF :: eHr1DIF .. TJJ3 P I 
r-
95 
24<+ .. 24-4'000 
2~5 .. 2'+5,000 
246 .. 246. 0 00 




2'+9 ... 2 1 .. 3. 000 
-t:::, .. C. -.J 'J .. 25).000 
231 2:;1.000 
~~-
'.- -.' !' 252.000 
253 .. 253.000 
254 .. 254.000 
25~ 255.000 
25h ... 256.000 
257 .. 257·000 
258 .. 25a.OO(,) 
25g .. 259·00C 
260 .. 260.000 
261 ... 261.000 
262 .. 262.000 
263 .. 263.000 
264 ... 26,..00C 
265 .. 265.000 
26~ 266.JOC 
267 ... 267.000 
263 ... 268.000 
2 6 9 .. 26 9. 00 0 
270 ... 270.000 
271 ... 271·000 
272 .. 272.000 
273 .. 273.000 
274 .. 274.000 
275 .. 275.000 
276 .. 276.000 
277 ... 277.000 
273 .. 278·000 
279 279'000 
2~O 280.000 





28,. .. 234.000 
, 














STHDDF = o:..jr;DIF 







HDGDIF = "HDGr)fF 
HDGDIF = HDGDr F 
G~ T8 12 
r'DGDIF 
8HDDIF 
= HDGDIF + TWBPI: 
= I-lDGDIF 
G~ Te 11 
CHECK HEADI~3 ~IFFERE~CES ••• 
NXTTGT ~ fGTPTR(IDIRF + 11 CURTGT) 
II=' (HDGDIF .GT. L9K~HD) 
IF (NxTALT '(Q. CURTGT) 
IF (~DGDIF ~GE. TGT~DT) 
GS T6 '+-5 
NXTALT = NXTTGT 
Ge TS 35 
IF( (TSTEND -EO. CURTGf, .AND. (LSTDIR ,:\;E. IDIRF) 




I F ( (NXTUpD .F.r.. CURTGT) .AND. (NXTUpD .NE. TGTEN~» 
* NXTUPD = NXTTGT 
I~ (HDGDIF .GT •• TGTWDT) GS TB ~O 
TARGET IS 8F:~P·ID THE ~ADAR u~eT VISIBLE) ••• 
TGTSTR = CURTGT 
STHDDF = HDGDIF 
GO r8 40 
TARG~T ~AY BF VISIBLEJ CHECK THE ANTF~NA TILT ••• 
TLTDIF = TILT .. TGTTLTCCURTGT) 
RANGR = TGTDST(CU~TGT' 






















r~~5 ~85. gCJ8 
j 2'3 6 c ... 6 C ., , 
~?~7 .. 237.aro 




::-~ .. ?89·000 
··.~:n 2)J.OOO 
291 .. 291.8()O 
;2 g 2 .. 292.000 
l 29 :1 .. 29 3.000 
.~94 .. 294.COn 
'-~3S .. 2':;J5.000 
29.:i • 296.000 
2'37 .. 297.000 
298 .. 29'3.000 
:-~99 .. 299·000 
; 
.3CJo .. .300.0'JO 
301 .. 301.000 
r 3C 2 .. ]02.000 
! 
'30 '3 .. 30].000 i 
3Cl4 .. 30,+.000 
30:3 .. 305.aoo 
- -..,~ 
·jv -- .. 306-000 
30 7 30 7. 00 0 
°3D3 .. 308.QOO 
~?r;9 .. 309.000 
f31 ':: .. 310.00C 
311 311.000 




31 ... .. 314·000 




317 .. 317·000 
313 ... 31~.OOO 
,-31 :; ... 319-000 
320 .. 32).000 
321 .. 321.000 
322 .. 322.000 
,---?-
I .!_.1 .. 323.000 
324 .. 324.000 






A~TERR = (ABSCHDGOIF) + Aci3CTLTDIF»/D2R 
A~TERR = CANTERR/R4DBME * ANrDI~/12.0) 
L99<Up = IFIX(ANTERR) + 1 
A~TLes = ANTTBL(LB9<U P ) 





















RA)AR TARGETS ••• 
RETURN peWER (DB) = TRANSMIT PB~ER .. 
30*L9G10(4*P1, - 40*LB310CRANGE IN ~ETE~S) + 2*(ANTE~NA 
GAI~) + 20*L8310(LAMBD Al + 10*LBG10(SIGMA) 
- T/R L3SS ••• 
TRA~S~IT PA~ER = 7JOO ~ATTS = 6B.~5 DECIBELS ••• 
ANT~N~~A GAr~ = 6.'+ + 20L8G10HHHHH .. LBGtOCANTDIM) 
LAMciDA = 0'0313 METERS." 
Sr~~A = 1000 SQUARE METERS RE~LECTIVITY ••• 
T/R LjSS = T~e-~_y Less (uSER IND~T) ••• 
THIS REDUCES T8: 
~ALVL = -95,13 • ~0*LBG10(RANGE IN NAUTICAL ~ILES) 






IF (leAR .E]. 2) 38 rB 25 
C 
C3LVL = ~95.13 + 2.0*ANT3AN • 40'O*RNGLBG - TRL8SS 
STCLVL = .85.~0 + A~GAIN • 23.0*RNGLSG - RDRGA~ 
C 
IF (RANGR .JE. RNGBRK) 
*STCLVL = -87.80 + 2.QOOO*ANJATN p 39.a6*R~GLBG - RDRGA~ 
c 
97 
32f, .. 3.26.000 
327 .. 327.0UO 
328 :1'28.000 
32'1 329. 0 CO 
330 .. 330.000 
331 .. 331·000 
33? '!' 3'32'000 
333 .. 333. ,Joe 
334 .. 33~.00n 
335 .. 335.000 
336 .. 336'000 
337 .. 337.':;00 
33~ .. 338.000 
339 .. 339.000 
34 0 .. 31+0.000 
341 .. 341.000 
342 342.000 
343 ~:343. 000 
344- .. 344.000 
34:1 345,000 
346 • 3'+6.000 
347 .. 3,+7,000 
348 .. 348'OOG 
3 4 9 .. 349,:)00 
35'-i .. 350.000 
351 .. 351-000 
352 .. 352'000 
353 .. 353.000 
354 .. 35'+.000 
"t:;~ .,-~ .. 355.000 
356 .. 356.000 
357 .. 357.000 
358 .. 35.3.000 




361 .. 361.000 




364 .. 36~.OOO 
365 .. 365.000 
366 .. 366.000 
C 
De 
:1AxI'>JT = 3 
! F" (W B ~ • ;: Q. 3 )'1 A X I \j T = '2 
;:5, 
.J = 1,:-1AxI".iT 
IF (Sr C • L r. ~-'lDS(J, I;::lJLSE) l 
STC 
SrC 











IF ( DB • L r • 0.) G3 rB 25 
= ,D~ LV L ,. S r c 
PCT = (PCTDB*D3 + PCTMINl*cIJEF"2(J) 
RA~GE1 = r~A~G~ .. PCT*AHDLt:N 
JRNGl = IFIXCRANGF.l*CtlNVRT(IR GSET» 
IF (IR"JGt .GE. '1AX) 35 TB 25 
IF (!RNG1 .LT. ~.., I ~ ) IRNGl = M I 'J 
RANGE2 = ?CT*ASTLEf\1 + RANGR 
IRNG2 = IFIX(~ANGE2·CtJ~NRT( IR3SETl) 
IF CIRNG2 .LT. MI~) 
IF cIRNG2 .GEI MAX) 
GO TA 25 
IRNG? = MAX - 1 
I t~ T C ~ G ( 2 ) = p, T C H:3 ( 3) = I NrC H G ( 4) = 0 
PHCHG(J) =-1 
















c**. 3EACtiN TARGETs ••• 
C*** 








R~TURN PB~ER (DB' = T~ANSMIT PBwER 
20*LBGln(RANGE IN MErERS) + 
+ 20*LeG1C(LAMBDA) w jNE_WAY L~SS 
+ aEACoN ANTENNA GAIN ••• 




I I • 












367 .. 367.000 
36~ .. 36.S. 000 




37 2 '!!I 37 2 • 000 







3 7 0 • 376.000 
377 .. 377.000 
378 37.~. 000 
375 .. 379.000 
380 .. 380.000 
381 .. 38 1 .000 
3>32 .. 382.iJOO 








386 .. 386.000 











392 .. 392.080 
':::1 -




395 .. 395.000 










4fJCl .. 400.000 
401 .. 401'000 
4C2 .. 1+02.000 
403 .. 403.000 
404 .. 404.000 
405 .. 405.000 


















TRA~SMIT P9wER = 400 wATTS = 56.02 D3 M ••• 
A~~TEr--jNA GAI~ = 6.4 + 2C*LeGl0CA\;T;)P~) .. P9P1TINr, Less 
LA~5DA = 0.0322 METERS C8EAC9 N RETURN pULsE 
eNE-WAY L9SS = n.S* TIR L~SS FREQUENCy) ••• 
~rAC1~ ANTENNA GAIN: 5 OECIBELS •• , 
THtS REDUCES TfJ: 
O~LVL = .. 56.16 .. 20*L6G10CRANGE IN NAuTICAL MILESl 
+ A~TE~NA GAIN - 0.5*CT/R LeSS» ••• 
STCLvL = _51.00 20*~NGLeG .. BCNGAN 
DB = )3LVL - STCLVL 












I~ C (IR8R tECh 1) .eR. cTGTTYPCCURTGT) .E!}. 0)) 
* Ge Ta 40 
!~ (D8 .LT. 0.0) G6 TS 40 
RANGEl = RA~GR + gECDEL - AHCLEN 
IRNGl = TF!X(~ANGE1*C~NVRT(IRG5ET) 
I~ (IRNGl .GE. MAX) 
IF (IR~Gl .Lr. MI~) 
Gj TfJ 40 
IRNGl = MIN 
RANGE2 ~ ~ANGR + 8ECDEL + ASTL~N 
IRN32 = IFlx(QANGE2*CBNVRTCIRGSET») 
IF CIR~G2 .LT. ~IN) 
I~ CIR~G2 .GE. ~AX) 
GB TB 40 
IR~G2 = MAX • 1 
1NTCHG(2) = INrcHG(3) = 0 
INTCHG(4) = 1 
99 




41J .. 410.0JO 35 
411 .. 411'OOC 




414 .. 414.000 
lI.15 .. 415.000 
416 416.000 C 
417 417.000 c .. *it.* 
418 .. 418.000 C 
41'1 .. 419.000 .... 0 
'+20 420·000 
421 421'000 C 
422 .. 422.000 C***** 
42 ::1 .. 423. 000 C 
424 .. 424.000 45 
lI.25 .. 425,000 C 
426 .. 426.000 
427 .. 427.000 
42R .. 428.000 C 
429 .. 429.000 
430 • 43).000 C 
431 .. 431.000 C .. it.*.., 














438 • 438.000 
439 .. 439.000 




442 .. 442.00C * 
4~3 .. 443.000 
444 .. 444·000 
* 
445 .. 445.000 
446 ... 446.000 
447 .. 447.000 C 
44~ 
"" 448.000 C**"'** 
TARGET IS I \J Ti.1E Lt10K"AI-lEAO A~t::A ••• 
I~ (TGT[ND 'E~, CURTGT) TGTEND = \Jx: TT3T 
I~«NxTUPD 'NE. CURTGT) ·OR. (UPDTGT 
• Ni-~ • 0) ) 
G5 T"-l 40 
UPDTGT = CU,HGT 
NXTUPD = NXTTGT 
GET THE ~jEX r T.\RGET ••• 
CURTGT = ~X TTGT 
Ge TS to 
TARGET IS I i-.J F'QeNT SF THE LeeK-AHEAD A :~EA ••• 
LSTDI~ = TDIRF' 
I~ (CU~TGT ·E]. TGTE\lD) G9 rtt =>0 
I~ (~XTuPD .[~. TGTE:--JD) NXTUPD = CURTGT 
f3TD:D = CURTGT 
~IND AN ALTERNATE T ~RGET ... 
r~ (UPDTGT ·\JE. 0) Sf) Te 55 
k ( (Tr,TENC • E~. TGTpTR(IDIRc + i. TGTST~ ) ) .AND • 
(STHDDF .LE. L9KAriD • TWAPI» G8 T'7 57 
UPDTGT = NXTAL T 
\JxTALT = TlJrPTR (21 UPJTGT, 
II='«tDIRF .E:]. 1 ) .AND. (UPDTGT .EQ. TGTSTR) ) 
\jXTALT = TGrEND 


























IF' (UpDTGT • EQ. TGTSTR) TGTSTR = TGTPTR(2 IDIRF',U?nTG, ) 
IF' (UPDTGT ·t~(J. TSTEND) 
UPDATE THE rARGET ••• 
100 



















































































































SEA CLUTTER M8DEl (IF 'TILT' IS GREATE~ THAN + 2.0 









57 I~ «(TILT .Gr. 1)'04) d,h (IBBR ,EQ· 2) 1 Ge TG 60 
TILTD = TILT*R2D 
TILTD = -1.0 
RANGR = C-HPR.FT2~M)/(TILTD*D2R) 
RNGL~G = LBG10(RANGR) 
STCLvL = .. 85,4 + ANGAIN - 23,0*RNGLeG .. RDRGAN 
I~ (RANGR .G[. RNGaR<) 
• STCLVL = _d7.RO + 2.0000*ANGAIN _ 39'86*RNGLeG 
* - ROR]AN 
I~ (IMAPS ,El. 1) 
* STCLvL = ~92.33 + 1.3333*ANGAIN _ 2g. g0*RNGL9G 
* .. RDR1AN 
STC ~ STCLVL + STC5RG(1) 
IF" (5TC .LT. MDS( 1, IPJLSE» STC = MDS( 1, IPULSr:) 
P;JLSE = 2.35 
IF" (IpULSE ·E~. 2) PJLSE = 0.60 
I~ (ANTHDG .GT. PI) ANT~DG = ANT~DG .. T~ecI 
PS.-J:-.JpJ = PS'IiR 
IF (pSw~Ew ·OT.pI) pS~NEw = pSwNEW - T~apI 
~HDG = ABS(ANTHDG .. PSW\JEA)/PI 
IF (V~IND .LE. 5.0) ~HDG = 0,0 
SIGSEA = -40.00 .. TLTFCT*TrLTD .. HDGFCT*RHDG + SEAFrT*vWIN: 
PWRSEA = -66.72 + 2'0*ANGAIN + 10'O*(LBG10(PULSE1) 
























· 507 .. 
=::08 .. 
50,.) 
· 51 :1 ... 
511 








































































+ S DSEA 
SEA08 = P~~SEA.. ~TC 
I~ (SEADB ,LE. 0 0 0) G~ T~ 60 
~ND9 = SEAD~*FIXFCT 
Q~CBEF = (~ANFIX + RA~DB*WNDa)*QANGR 
GET A SAMPL~ BF UNIFB~MLY DISTRI~UTED W~TTE NBI5E ••• 
-RA~GE2 = RA~GR.(1.0 + ~NDB) • (lGWN • ~.5)*RNC9E~ 
IF (RANGEl -3T. RANGE2) GB TB 60 
IRNG1 = RA~GE1*CdNVRT(IRGSET) 
IRNG2 = RA~GE2*C5~VRT(IRGSET) 
IF ( IRNGl • ~3E • 
I~ ( IR\lGl • L r. 
I~ (IRNG2 • L r. 
IF' (IRNG2 .GF.:o 
TNTr.f4G(2) = t 
I~TCHG(3) = 0 





CREATE THE VECTBR ••• 
NecE = ,H)9LST 
LSTINT = NPT = 1 
Ci~ T9 
1 Q~~G 1 
GEl T6 
I R'~G2 

































I ' 53 t -
532 .. 
r- 533 " 
534 
























i 55'3 .. 
560 ... 
























I~,TCHG(ll = II';TCHG(2) :I I"~TCHG(3) = 0 
,M TA 75 
CREATE THE VECTBR •• _ 
!\;TCHG (1l = P"TCHG (l) + 8 I ',JL ST ( 2, NBDE ) 
1~TCH3(2) = !\TCHG(2) + BINLST(3,~BDE) 




53 8 ·00C 
53 9 .000 INTTBT :I r~TCHG(l) + 2*I~TCHG(2) + 3*I~TCH1(3) 
541).000 C 
541.000 

















559.000 - 74 
560.000 C 
561-000 75 
II=' (H.jTCHG(2) .\E. 0) 
1;:- (INTCHG(3) .'lEI 0). 
rl':TADD = 1 
INTAr)C = 2 
I1\lTAr)O = 4 
JNTTBT = r~TT?T + INTADD 
rNToUT = INTTST/2 + 1 
I;:' (INTTBT -EQ- 6, INTBUT = 3 




.EG. 3) .AND. (I~TCHG(3) .E1. 0) 
,GT. MAXINT) INTBUT. MAXI~T 
.EQ. LSTI~T) Ga T6 74 
NPT = NPT + 1 
TOATA(NPT) = IB~(INTENT(I~T9UT),8INLST(1,NBDE)) 
LSTINT = I~TBUT 
NBDE = arNLST(51~B)E) 
I~ (NBDE -NE. OJ GB T9 70 
MAXINT 
562.000 C 
563.000 C****,* CREATE THE CSMPLETE VECTO~ AND OUTPUT THE DAT~, •• 
564.000 C 
565.000 NPT = ~PT + 1 
566'000 ICATA(NPT) = 19R(ICBMP, ~AXRNG(IRGSETJ) 
567 1 000 C 
568.000 CALL SROB(IDATA,NPT) 
56~.OOC C 











INSERTS INTENSITY CHANG~S INTO LINKED LIST 
LIST ARRANGED IN ORDER OF RANGE. THE SUBROUTINE 
IS PASSED AN ARRAY OF INTENSITY CHANGES FOR LEVELS 
0. 1. 2, and 3 RESPECTIVELY. ALSO PASSED ARE 2 
RANGES. THE FIRST IS WHERE THE INTENSITY CHANGES 
OCCUR WHILE THE SECOND IS WHERE THE INTENSITY 
LEVEL REVERTS BACK. FOR A CHANGE OF LEVEL 1 TO 
LEVEL 2, THE ARRAY WOULD CONTAIN A -1 FOR LEVEL 1 
AND A +1 FOR LEVEL 2. THIS INDICATES 1 LESS TARGET 
AT LEVEL 1 AND 1 MORE AT LEVEL 2. IF INTENSITY 
LEVELS ARE INSERTED AT A PREVIOUSLY INSERTED RANGE, 
THE INTENSITY LEVELS ARE ADDED. OTHERWISE, A NEW 
~IODE IS ADDED. 
COMMON DESCRIPTION: 
SEE SUBROUTINE CREATE 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION: 
JHEAD - CURRENT NODE IN LINKED LIST 
INSNEG - SET TO 1 AFTER NEGATIVE INTENSITY CHANGES HAVE 
BEEN PROCESSED 
INTCH(4) - INTENSITY CHANGES BEING INSERTED 
INTENC(4) - LOCAL ARRAY TO HOLD INTENSITY CHANGES 
IRNG - CURRENT ENCODED P~NGE BEING INSERTED 
IRNG1 - ENCODED RANGE FOR INTENSITY CHANGES 
IRNG2 - ENCODED RANGE FOR REMOVAL OF INTENSITY CHANGES 
NEWNOD - INSERTED NODE 



















































































































C***** TITLE •• , S:I~SERTI HEL~AD ****** 





THIS SUBRBUTINE INSERTS INTENSIry (CBLBR) CHANGES I~Te 












* IBINTRE/arNLST(51150ll HDBLST. NxTN9D 
* ITARGET/TGTL~C(21100l, TGTDST(lOOl. TGTHDG(100) • 
* TGTpTR(2ItOOll TGTLBG(10Cll TGTTLTcl00l • 
* TGTTYP(100l , 
* NgRTGT. NUMTGTI TGTID 
* /STATUS/~STDIR, NXT~LT, NXTUPD, TGTEND, TGTSTR, LAZM 
c 
c**********************.***********~****~**************.******* 









39 ... 3,).000 
1+0 ... 4') .000 
~1 ... 41.000 
42 .. 42.000 
43 ... 43.000 
44 .. 44. 000 
45 ... 45.000 
46 .. 46.000 
47 ... 47.000 
4g .. 48.000 
49 .. 49.000 
So 50'000 
51 .. 51.00e 
5? .. 52.000 
53 .. 53'000 
54 .. 54.QOO 
55 ... 55. 000 
56 .. 56.QOO 
57 .. 57.000 
58 .. 58'000 
5'3 ... 59.000 
60 .. 60.000 
6t .. 61.000 
62 .. 62.000 
61 .. 63'000 
6t,j. .. 64.000 
65 .. 65.000 
66 ... 66'000 
67 ... 67.000 
68 .. 68.000 
69 .. 69.000 
721 .. 70'000 
71 .. 71.000 
7? ... 72.000 
73 .. 73.000 
74 ... 74.000 
75 75·000 
76 .. 76.000 
77 .. 77.000 
78 ... 78'000 
79 .. 79. 000 
e 
(***************.******* .. ********.***************************** I 





INITIALIZE AND ee~VERT THE RANGE.', 
~LOHD = C 
JHEAD = HuBLST 









CHECK NeDE ••• 
I~ (JHEAO .EQ. 0) Ga T9 50 
I~ (IRNG ... aINI.STc1/JHEAD» 50" 30, 40 
e*** SAMF.: RANGE" ADD INTE~SITY.' • 
C 
e 
30 BtNLST(2,JHEAD) = BINLST(2"JHEAC) + INTE NC(2) 
BtNLST(3,JHEAD) = BINLST(3,JHEAU) + INTENe(3) 
9TNLST(4,1JHEAQl = aI~LST(4,JHEAD) + !NTE~C(4) 
GB f6 60 
C*** GET THE NEXT P~INT ••• 
C 
40 9LOHO = JHEAO 
JHEAD = BI~LST(5,eLD~u)J GB T9 10 
C 
e*** INSERT A NEW NBDE." 
e 
50 NEWNAD = NXTNBD 
,\/XTNeD = NxrNBD 
8INLST(1/NEWN8D) 
BINLST(2,NEWN8D) 
13 I NLST (31 NE~mBD) 
QfNLST(4/NEWNBD) 
g f NLST (5, NE',.JI\lBD) 
106 
+ 1 
II I R'lJG 
= INTENC(2) 
:I INTENe(3) 




































I 8 .. 





























































8INLST(5JBLD~D) = ~Ew~eD; GB ra 56 
~D8LST = NL~NfjD 
JHSAD = NE:.ji\lAD 











= .. t NTENC(3l 
= .. PHENc (4 l 
= 1 
= IRNG2; Ge Te 10 
C**********************~***********.**·*.****** ••• **** •• ******* 






UPDATE UPDATES ONE TARGET'S DISTANCE AND aC:ARING 
AND ,..,OVES IT TO THE CORRECT LOCATION IN THE CIRCULAR 
TARGET LIST 
COMMON DESCR!PT!ON: 
SEE SUBROUTINE CREATE. 
'JAR IABLE OESCR IPTION: 
C~PT~T - CURRENT TARGET FOR CIRCULAR LIST TRAVERSAL 
HOGC:-,Q - CHANGE I~~ HEAOING FROM LAST UPDATE 
IOCCW - TARGET IO OF COUNTERC~OC~WISE TARGET 
!OCW - TARGET IO OF CLOCKWISE TARGET 
LENTRV - NUMBER OF TARGETS TRAVERSED 
NEWHCG - NEW HEADING OF TARGET 
NXiHOG - HEADING OF CURRENT T~RGET 3EING TRAVERSED 
OLOHDQ - HEADING OF TARGET LAST UPDATE 
TGTID - ID OF TARGET 3E!NG uPDATED 
SU5ROUTINES CAL~ED: 

































~AM~ = S:SCIUP~.~ELRAD 
t .. 1.000 
2 ... 2.000 
3 .. 3.000 
~ .. 1.;.000 
5 ... 5.000 
6 .. 6.000 
7 .. 7.000 
~ .. 3. 000 
9 .. 9.000 
18 .. 10.000 
11 .. 11.000 
12 ... 12.000 
13 .. 13·000 
14 .. 14.000 
15 .. 15.000 
16 ... 16.000 







2~ .. 20·000 
21 21·000 
22 .. 22'000 
23 .. 23.000 
2 .. .. 2 tt .000 
25 .. 25.000 
26 .. 26.000 
27 .. 27.000 
28 .. 28.000 
29 .. 29.000 
30 ... 30.000 
'31 .. 31.000 
32 .. 32.000 
33 ... 33·000 
34 ,.. 34'000 
35 .. 35.000 
36 .. 36.000 
37 .. 37·000 
38 .. 38.000 
C******~*****~******·***************************************.** 
C***************************************************** ********* 
C***** TITL~.,. S:SCIUPDJ HEL~AO ****** 




c.** T~IS SUBRS0rINE UPDATES SNE TARGET'S JISTA~CE A~D 
8EAQING AND ~JV~S IT T~ THE CBRRECT LBCATION IN rH~ 
CIRCULAR TARGET LISr ••• 
C*****.**.***********~*.**.*************.******.** •• ** *~*.*** .. * 
C*** 
C*** SU8ReUTI~rS CALLED: 
C*** 













.. IXFLBATI A(500l/IFIXED/IA(25U) 
* IHRCSM I ~~(50)/IH(50)/KC(25) 
CflMMI1N 
* IBINTRE/dINLST(S/150lJ HDBLST, NXTNeD 
* ITARGET/TGTLeC(2/100lJ TGTOST(100)J TGTHDG(100)J 
.. T3TPTR(21100ll TGTL~G(100)J TGTTLT(100)1 
* rGTTYP(100lJ 
* ~8RTGTJ NUMTJTJ TGTlp 
C 
_ /STATUS/t..STDIR, NXTALT, ~'XTUPDJ TGTE~JDJ TGTSrR, L-\ZM 
109 
39 .. 39.000 
40 .. 40.000 
41 .. 41.000 
42 .. 42.000 
43 .. 43. 000 
44 .. 44.0,)0 
45 ... 45.000 
46 .. Lj.6.QOO 
47 .. 47·000 
43 .. 48.000 
49 ... 49.000 
5'.J .. 50.000 
51 .. 51.000 
52 .. 52.000 
53 .. 53.000 
54 ... 54.000 
55 .. 55.000 
56 .. 56.000 
57 .. 57·000 
58 .. 58.000 
5'3 .. 59.000 
60 .. 60.000 
61 .. 61.000 
62 .. 62.000 
63 .. 63.000 
6,+ .. 64.000 
6'-) ... 65.000 
66 .. 66.000 
67 .. 67.000 
68 .. 68.000 
69 ... 69.000 
70 .. 70.000 
71 .. 71.000 
72 .. 72.000 
73 ... 73'000 
74 .. 74·000 
7~ .. 75.000 
76 .. 76.000 
77 .. 77.000 
78 .. 78.000 
79 • 79.000 
C***** EQUIVALENCES... ****** 
C*******************~~*~*******************************~*******I C . 
Er,)UtVALENCE 
C A(35 8 ). PIlI ( A'C461l1 Tw8PTl l 
C***************************************************** ****** ..... * .. 
C 
C***** DECLARATle~S'" ****** 
c******************·*******************************************1 
~ . 
















8LDHOG = TGr~DG(TGTID) 
CALL HDGDST 
IF (HDGC~G .GT. PI) 
IF (HDGCHG ·LT. ~PI) 
NE~HDG = TGTHDGCTGTIO) 
HDGCHG • NEAHDG - 9LDHDG 
H03CHG = HDGCHG - TWePI 
H)3C~G • HDGCHG + TWep! 
NE~HDG = B~DHDG + ~DGCHG 
C*** C~ECK FeR PRBPER P~ACE IN LIST.,. 
C 
IF (HOGCHG 'LT • 0.0) GO Te 40 
C 
'-
C*** TRAvERSE CLeCKwrSE, •• 
C 
CNTTGT = TGTID 
LENTRV = a 
C 
30 LENTRV = LENTRV + 1 




















80 ~ 80.000 
8t 81.00C 
82 ... 82.000 
83 • 83.000 
84 84.000 
85 .. 85.000 
86 ... 86.000 
87 .. 87·000 
88 ... 88.000 
89 ... 89.000 
90 .. 90.000 
91 .. 91.000 
92 ... 92.000 
93 .. 93.000 
94 ... 94.000 
95 .. 95.000 
96 ... 96.000 
97 .. 97.000 
98 .. 98.000 
99 .. 99·000 
lOa .. 100.000 
lOt .. 101.000 
102 .. 102.000 
10] .. 103.000 
104 .. 104.000 
105 .. 105.000 
106 .. 106.000 
107 ... 107.000 
10'; .. 108.000 
10'3 .. 109.000 
110 ... 110.000 




113 .. 113.000 
114 .. 114.000 




117 ... 117.000 
118 .. 118.000 
119 .. 119.000 
120 .. 120'000 
IF (CNTTGT ·EQ· TGTID) RETURN 
NXTHDG = TGTHDGcCNTTGT) 
IF (8LOHDG ·GT. NXTHDG) ~XTHDG 
eLDI-'DG 
IF (NEWHDG ·GT. NXTHDG) GS Te 
C 
C*** CHEel< IF MSVF: NECESSARy ••• 
C 
I F (L E N T R V • I'J E. 1) GeT e 35 
RETURN 
C 





35 r DCC", 
rDCw 



























40 CNTTGT = TGTIO 
LEI\:TRV = a 
45 LENTRV = L£\lTRv + 1 
CNTTGT = TGTPTR(l,C:-.lTTGT) 
IF (CNTTGT ·EQ • TGTIO) RETuRN 
NxTHDG :: TGTHDG(CNTTGT) 















































I~ (NE~HOG 'LT. NXTHDG) G9 rB 45 
CHECK IF MBVF ~ECESSARY ••• 








TGTPTR(2 .. TGTID) 
TGTPTRt2/C~TTGT) 
RETURN 
GB T6 5J 





= TGTI D 
= CNTTGT 







































C***** END BF SUgR9UTINE !SCIUpDI... ******l 


















































COMPUTES HEADING AND DISTANCE OF GIVEN TARGET USING 
THE DISTANCE OF THE HELICOPTER FROM THE PRIMARY TARGET AND 
THE DISTANCE OF THE TARGET FROM THE PRIMARY TARGET 
COMMON DESCRIPTION: 
SEE SUBROUTINE CREATE. 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION: 
DELX - DIFFERENCE IN X LOCATION 
DELY - DIFFERENCE IN Y LOCATION 
FT2NM - FEET TO NAUTICAL MILE CONVERSION 
NEWHDG - NEW HEADING OF TARGET 




~AM~ = S:HDGDST.HELRAn 




:1 .. 3.000 
~ .. 'Io,QOO 
:; .. 5,000 
f, .. 6.000 
7 .. 7.000 
~ .. 8,000 
9 .. 9.000 
10 .. 10.000 
11 .. 11.000 
12 .. 12.000 
13 .. 13. 000 
14 .. 1'10.000 
15 .. 15.QOO 




13 .. 1 8 '000 
19 .. 19.000 
20 .. 20.000 
21 .. 21.000 
22 .. 22.000 
23 .. 23·000 
24 .. 2'10'000 
25 .. 25,000 
26 .. 26.000 
27 .. 27.000 
28 .. 28.000 
29 .. 29.000 
30 .. 30.000 
31 .. 31.000 
32 .. 32.000 
33 .. 33,000 
34 .. 3'10.000 
35 .. 35.000 
':l' -~ .. 36·000 
37 .. 37.000 
3~ .. 38.000 
c****************·*****.***********************~***.*********** 
c****************·******************************w~*************_ 
c***** TITLE,.. S:HDG9ST, HEL~AD ****** 









T~IS SUBReUTT~E CaMPUTES THE ~EADI~G AND DISTANCE BF 
GrVEN TARGETS USI~G THE X- AND Y- CBBRDINATES BF THE 
TARGET A~D HELICePTER •• , Ne ELLIPTICAL C9RRECTI8NS 
ARE USED ••• 
-C***************************************************** ********* I 









* IX~LeAT/ A(SOO)/IFIXED/IA(250) 
. , 
* IHRCeM /R~( 50),IH(50),KC( 20) 
C~H~t3N 
* IBINTRE/SINLST(SJ150lJ HDBLST, NXTNBO 
* ITARGET/TGTLBC(2 J 100l, TGTDST(100 l l TGTHDG(100l, 
* TGTPTR(2,100), TGTL9 G(lOO), rGTTLT(lOOl' 
* TGTTyP(lOOl, ...., I 
* 
* 
NBRTGT, NUMTGTI TGTID . : 
ISTATUS/LSTDIR, NxTALT, NXTUPD, TGTEND, TGTSTR, LAZM 
C 
C************************************************************** 










39 ... 39.000 
40 .. 1+0.000 
41 .. 41,000 
42 .. 42.000 
43 .. 1+3.000 
44 . 44.000 
45 .. 45. 000 
46 ... 46.000 




~9 .. 49.000 
5:1 .. 50.000 
51 ,. 51.000 
52 ... 52·000 
53 53.000 
54 • 54.000 
55 .. 55.000 
56 ,. 56.000 
57 ,. 57.000 
5~ .. 58.000 
59 .. 59.000 
60 60.000 
61 ... 61.000 
62 .. 62.000 
63 .. 63.000 
6 .... .. 64.000 
65 .. 65.000 
6~ .. 66.000 
67 .. 67.000 
68 .. 68.000 
69 .. 69.000 
70 .. 70.000 
71 .. 71.000 
72 .. 72.000 
73 .. 73.000 
74 .. 74.000 
75 ,. 75.000 
76 .. 76.000 
77 .. 77.000 
7~ .. 7a.ooo 









PI) J A(lOSI, HP~), A(461l, hJBPY) 
C************************************************************** 





I"-:TE:GER TGTEND, TGT I ,), TGTPTR, rGTSTR, rGTTYP 
C 
C************************************************************** 












CBMPUTE THE DISTANCE ••• 
DELX = TGTL5CC1/TGTID) - XPR 
DELY = TGTLOCC2/TGTID) • YPR 




= SQRT(DELX**2 + D~LY**2 + HPR**2).FT2N~ 
• lBG10CTGTDSTCTGTID» 
:I .. HpR*FT2NM 
:I ASINCALTNM/TGTDST(TGTID1) 
IF (DELx .EQ. 0,0) RETUR~ 
CBMPUTE T~E ~EADI~G ••• 
~EW~DG :I ARCTAN(DELY/DELX) 
IF CNEWHDG .LT. 0.0) NEWHDG = NEWHDG + T~ePI 
TGT~DG(TGTIDI = NEwHDG 
RETURN 
115 
80 .. ~30.000 
,~1 .. 81·000 
82 .. 82.QOO 
83 .. 83.000 
84 .. 84,000 
85 ... 85·000 
86 .. 86,000 
87 .. 87.000 
8~ .. 88.000 
89 .. 89.000 
9,., 90.000 
91 .. 91.000 
9~ .. 92'000 
93 .. 9 3 ,000 
9,+ .. 94.000 




97 .. 97.000 
98 .. 93·000 




101 .. 101,000 
102 .. 102.000 








R~Al FUNCTIBN AQCTAN(DX,DY) 





ASS (Dy) ) 
0.0) 
Ge T8 10 
AQCTAN ~ 0.0; ~ETURN 
IF (DV .LT, 0.0, 
IF (ARCTAN .GT. PI) 
RETURN 
A~CTA~ = ATAN(DX/DY) 
ARCTAN = ARCTAN + PI 
ARCTAN = A~CTAN .. T~apI 
A"RC TAN = HALFP I .. A TAN (;) Y ID-x) 







































INIRDR INITIALIZES THE TARGET DATA NECESSARY FOR THE 
RADAR SIMULATION. THE HELICOPTER LOCATION MUST BE 
INITIALIZED IN COMMON XFLOAT PRIOR TO CALLiNG THIS 
ROUTINE. ALL THE TARGETS ARE DATA INITIALIZED IN CO~~N 
/TARGET/. IN ORDER TO CHOOSE THE BLOCK OF TARGETS. THE 
OPERATOR MUST" FIRST SET NURTGT TO THE FIRST TARGET IN 
THE BLOCK. THEN A CALL TO IN!RDR WILL INITIALIZE THE 
TARGET DATA FOR THAT BLOCK OF TARGETS. 
COMMON DESCRIPTION: 
SEE SUBROUTINE CREATE. 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION: 
.NONE. 
SUBROUTINE CALLED: . 
INSTGT - INSTAlL TARGETS INTO TARGET LIST. 
117 
1 .. 1.000 
2 .. 2.000 
3 .. 3.000 
4 .. 4. 000 
5 .. 5.000 
6 .. 6.000 
7 .. 7.000 
B .. 8. 000 
'3 .. 9.000 
10 .. 10.000 
11 11. 000 
12 .. 12.000 
13 .. 13.000 
1 .... .. 14.000 
15 .. 15.000 
16 .. 16.000 
17 17. 000 
13 .. 18.000 
19 .. 19.000 
28 .. 20.000 
21 .. 21,000 
22 .. 22.000 
23 .. 23.000 
24 .. 2'+-000 
25 .. 25.QOO 
26 .. 26.000 
27 .. 27.000 
28 .. 28.000 
29 .. 29.000 
30 .. 30.000 
31 .. 31.000 
32 .. 32.000 
33 .. 33.000 
3 4 .. 3,+.000 




37 .. 37. 000 
38 .. 38.000 
c********·*********************·***************·*·************* 
c**********************************************.*.************~ 
C***** TIT~E... S:INIRDRI HEL~AD .**.*i· 










THIS SUBRBUfINE INITIALIZES TH~ TARGET DATA NECESSA~Y 
F9R THE HELICBPTER RADAR SIMULATItl~... ALL TARGETS AR~ 
I~SFRTED vIA A CALL TB 'INSTGT' ••• THE PARA~ETERS ARE 
T~E X· AND Y. ca6RDINATES SF THE fARGET (IN FEET) ••• 
THE HELlcaPTER SIMUlATleN ~UST BE INITIALIZED I~ 




C*** SU~ReUTINES CAllED: 
C**-
c.** TNSTGT • TNSTAlL TARGET DATA INT8 THE TARGET LIST ••• 
C*** 1 
C**************4************************************** .*******« 1 
C 
C 
SUB~BUTINE INIRDR l 
C******************************************************.****.** 
C***** ceMM:3N SleCKS... ******-1 




IXFL8ATI A(SOO) IIFIXED/IA(25 0) 
IHRCe~ I RH(50)1 IH(50)1 KC(~5) 
CfJ MM8N 










NBRTGT, NUMTGTJ TGTID i 






















































• 79 .. 
* 
C************************************************+************* 











INT;:::GER TGTEND .. TGTI!)I TGTPTRI rGTSTR, rGTTYP 
47.000 C**********************************************.*************** 













ANGAIN/28,01, ANTDIM/12.QI, TGTPTR/200*0I, 
xRGS/SOO.OI, XRLBC/1500,1, 
yRGS/"100 t /, yRLdC/O.OOQI 
NARTGT/3/, !'JUMTGT/7I, TGTTyP(3)/1I 
57.000 C*~************************************************************ 

































TGTLt~C ( 11 
TGTUJC ( 11 
TGTU3C (1, 
TGTLeC(ll 
TGTU}C ( 1, 
TGTU1C ( 11 
TGTU'C ( 1 .. 
TuTLaC(l, 
SET t~BRTGT' : 1; 
1)1 500.01, TGTL8C(2. 
2)1 1500.0/1 T~TLeC(2~ 
3)/ o,all 
4)/ 1986.0/.1 












SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL (9 TARGETS)'" 





















TGTLeC(l" 11) 1-13500.0/" TGTLeC ( ;)1 III I ~300.':'1" 81 ... 31.000 
* 





TGTLdC(ll 13)/"13100.0/1 TGTLBC(?I 13>1 "160.;)/" 
83 .. 83'000 * TGTL~C(l' 14 )/ 0'0/ 1 TGTLSC(?, 14 )/ o'n/" 84 .. 84,000 * TGTLeC(l, 15)1 2380.0/" TGTLBCC2" '15)1 "950,0/" 
85 





TGTUJC(l, 17~/ 3480.0/" TGTL.BC(21 17ll"2400'~)/1 
87 .. 87 .°00 * TGTU3C (1 , 18 I 12120.0/, TGTLSCC2" 18 /_3200.(')/ 
~- ~8.000 C -6 i 89 • 39.000 C*** t NAUTICAL MILE ARC ••• SET I~f3RTGT' = 19J 'NUt1TGT' = 8 •• · J 
90 .. 90 • 000 C 
91 .. 91·000 DAT4 TGT LSC(1 1 19)/ 5364.9/1 TGTLSC(2, 19)/ -2852.6/, -.. , 92 .. 92.000 TGTLoCcl l 20)/ 5709,7/" TGTL6C(21 20)/ -2078"/ 1 i 
* · I 9] .. 93'000 * TGTL3C(l' 21)/ 5943.3/1 TGTLBC(2, 21)/ -1263.3/" 94 .. 94'000 .. TGTU1C C l' 22)1 6061,3/, TGTLSC(2, 22)/ .. 423'~/1 I ~~ .. ~5_000 .. TGTLOC(l" 23)1 60 6 1.3/1 TGTL6C(2, 23)/ 423.~/, 1 6·000 
* 
TSTU1C(11 24)/ 5943,3/, TGTLBCC2, 24)/ 1263.3/1 
97 .. 97-000 .. TGTLoC(11 25)/ 570 9 • 7j" TGTLSC(c, 25)1 2078., 1" 
9?\ .. 93. 000 .. TGTLSC(l, 26)/ 5364'9/' TGTLSC(2, 26)/ 2~52.'<'/ l 99 - 99.000 C 100 .. 1'.)0.000 C*** 2 NAUTICAL MILE ARC ••• SET tNBRTGTI = ? 7 ; 'NUi'1T':lT I = 8, , , 
101 .. 101.000 C l 102 .. 102.000 DATA TGT LSC(1 1 27)/10729'~/1 TGTLeC(2, 27)/ -5705.1/' 
103 .. 103.000 TGTLt1C (11 28)/1141 9 ,3/, TGTLSC(2, 28)/ -41561"1/" · J 
* 104 .. 104 '000 .. TGTU'C ( l' 29 )/11886'6/" TGTLeC(2" 29)/ "2526,611 
105 
-
105,000 .. TGTLSC(t, 30)/12122.6/" TGTUlC (?, 30)/ 
-347.7/" l 106 .. 106.000 -It TGTU:C ( 11 31)/12122,6/, TGTL6C(2, 31>/ 81+7.7/, , 
o j 
107 .. 107.000 • TGTLI:!C(1, 32,/11886.611 TGTLeC(2, 32)/ 2526'('/1 
lag .. 108.000 * TGTL3C(1" 33)/114019.3/, TGTLeC(2 .. 33)/ 4156.3/, l log .. 109·000 * TGTL13C(ll 34)/10729.8/, TGTL6C(2 .. 34)/ 5705.1/ l1a .. 110.000 C 
111 .. 111.000 C*** 3 NAUTICAL MILE ARC ••• SET IN8RTGT' :I 35; 'NUl1TGT' :I 8.,. 
112 .. 112.000 C I 
113 113.000 DATA TGTLeC(ll 35)/16094.6/, TGTLeC(?, 35)/ -8557.7/, ! .. , 
114 .. 114.000 
* 
TGTL13C(l" 36) /17129'011 TGTLeC(2, 36)/ .6234,4/, 
115 .. 115·000 .. TGTU~C ( 11 37)/17830.011 TGTLSC(?, 37)/ "3789,9/' , 
116 .. 116·000 TGTLOC(l' 38)/18183,9/1 TGTLSC(21 38)/ "1271,SIl i * I 117 .. 117.000 .. TGTLSC(t, 39)/18183.9/1 TGTLSC(2, 39)/ 1271,5/, I 
118 .. 118,000 
* 
TGTUJC ( 1, 40)/178 30 ,0/, TGTLSC(2, 40)/ 3789.9/1 





















122.000 C .. *· 4 NAUTICAL MILE ARC ••• SET .NBR TGT' = 43; 'NU~TGTI = 8, • • 
'123 .... 123.000 C 
r12't .. 124.000 ~ATA TGTLtJ C(l, 43)/21459.5/, T'3TLeC(21 1+ 3') 1 .. 11410. ? I, 





TGTLdC(l, 45)/23773.3/, TGTLSC(2 .. 45)/ -5053.;lI, 
127 
-





TGTUtC ( 1, 47)/24245.21, TGTLeC(2, 47)1 1695.4/, i 129 
-














13:1 .. 133·000 C.*. 5 NAUT r CA.L "1 I I.t.: ARC •• , SET ,f\jaR TGTI = 51 ; INUMTGTI = 8 •• • ~34 .. 134·000 C 
13'3 





TGTLtJC(l, 52)/28548.3/, TGTLBC(2, 52)/ .. 10390.7/, 
137 .. 137.000 * TGTLdC(l, 53)/29716.61, TGTL8C(2 .. 53)/ "6316.:=;/, 
:t38 .. 138.000 it TGTLiJC(l, 54 )/30306.5/, TGTLeC(2J 54)1 ·2119.~/, 
130 .. 139.000 
* 
TGTLoC(l, 55)/30306,5/, TGTLBC(2. 55)/ 2119.?I, ' J 
140 .. 140.000 .. TGTU}C ( 1, 56) 129716.6/1 TGTLeC(2 .. 56)1 6316.5/, 
--141 .. 11+1,000 
* 





TGTLBCcl, 53)/ 26824.41' TGTLec(2, 58)/ 14262.8/ 
143 .. 143'000 C 
144 
-




146 .. 146.000 DATA TGTL(jC(l' 59)/53649.0/, Tc;TL8C (21 59)/~28526.01" 
147 .. 147.000 
* 
TGTLOC(l, 60)/57097,01, T3TLSC(2, 60)/ .. 20781.0/, 
-
143 .. 11+8. 000 * TGTU~C C 1, 6ll 159433.0/, T3TLoC(2 1 61>/_12633.01, 1'+9 .. 1'+9.000 
* 
TGTLSC(l, 62)/60613.0/, TGTL8C(21 62)/ -4238.0/, 
150 .. 150.QOO .. TGTLeC(1, 63)/60613.01, TGTLeC(21 63)/ 4238.(')/, 
151 ... 151,000 
* 
TGTL8C(l, 64)/ 5 9'+33.0/, TGTLSC(2 .. 64)/ 12633,al, 
-~52 
-
152.000 .. TGTL:JC(l, 65)/57097.0/, TGTLtlC(;?, 65)/ 20781.0/, 
l53 .. 153.000 
* 
TGTLeC(t, (6)/53649.011 TGTL8C(2. 66'/ 28526.0/ 154 .. 154.000 C 
~155 .. 155.000 C*** SA~TA BARBARA CHANNEL (11 TARGETS) ... 
156 .. 156.000 C*** SET IN8R TGT' = 67J 'NUMTGT' :. 11.· 157 .. 157.000 C 
158 





TGTL3C(l, 68l/-18500.0/, rGTLBC(21 68)1 .. 900.0/, 
t60 .. 160.000 
* 
TGTUjC(l, 69)1,,15800.0/, rGTLfJC( 21 69)/ -200.0/, 
1.61 .. 161.000 
* 






























19 0 .. 





















TGTU~C ( 11 
TGTUJC ( 1, 






72)1 2 380.01, 
73)1 499 0 • 01 , 
74)1 8480.01, 
75)1 12120-01 .. 
76)/ .. 1;:)450.01 .. 
77)1 
-2130·0/" 
TGTLBC(2' 71 )j O.C'l/, 
TGTLSC(2, 72)1 
-950.n/" 
rGTU3C (2,' 73) 1 .. 1300, \)/,-
fGTLBCC2' 74'1"2400t(,/, 
rGTLeCC~1 75) 1-3200' ,,/ .. 
rGTLBCC2, 76)1 .. 20200.1,-
fGTLBC(2' 77'1-18300.01 168'000 
169.000 
170.000 























1 90'000 C 
EQUATE THE RI~S CSBRDINATES WITH THEIR RESPECTIvE LBCAT-
I~NS IN ARRAY ,TGTLaC •••• 
1) = XRGS ; TGTL tJC (2, 1) = YRGS 
, i 
-. 
· I TGTLBC(l" 
TGTLBCC 1, 2) = XRL9C; TGTLtlCC2, 2) ~ yRL9C 
i 
I~ITtALIZE PARAMETERS AND SET NUMBER BF TARGETS ra ZER9 ••. ) 
LSTDIR = 1 
NXTALr" 1 
LAZM .. -lCO 
ANTLBG = L8Gl0CA~TDI~) 
BRKPNT" 10,0**«(_2.4 + ANGAIN)/16.86) 







191.000 RETLJRN -, 
192.000 C ! 
193.000 C***************************************.********.***.*.******* i 
194.000 C***** END SF SUBRBUTINE 'INIRDRI... ****** 
























INSTGT INSERTS INTO THE TARGET COMMON AREA THE COMPUTED 
BEARING AND DISTANCE FROM THE HELICOPTER AND MAINTAINS 
THE TARGET POINTERS SO THAT THE TARGETS ARE IN A CIRCU-
LAR LIST IN ORDER OF BEARING. ALSO DEFINED IS THE 
STARTING VALUES OF VARIOUS POINTERS. INTO THE TARGET 
LIST. 
COMMON DESCRIPTION: 
SEE SUBROUTINE CREATE. 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION: 
FSTVIS - FIRST VISIBLE TARGET IN TARGET LIST 
HDGDIF - HEADING DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TARGET AND HELICOPTER 
HDGEND - HEADING DIFFERENCE OF LAST VISIBLE TARGET 
HDGSTR - HEADING DIFFERENCE OF FIRST VISIBLE TARGET 
HEAD - HEAD OF TARGET LIST (SMALLEST HEADING) 
IDCCW - COUNTERCLOCKWISE TARGET 1.0. 
IDCW - CLOCKWISE TARGET 1.0. 
LSTVIS - TARGET 1.0. OF LAST VISIBLE TARGET 
NTGHDG - HEADING OF TARGET BEING INSERTED 
TAIL - TAIL OF TARGET LIST (LARGEST NUMBER) 
TGTID - 1.0. OF TARGET BEING INSERTED 
XLOC - X LOCATION OF TARGET 
YLDC - Y LOCATION OF TARGET 
SUBROUTINE CALLED: 
HDGDST - COMPUTES HEADING AND DISTANCE OF TARGET 
123 
1 .. 1.000 
2 .. 2.000 
3 .. 3.000 
4- .. 4. 000 
5 .. 5.000 
6 .. 6·000 
7 .. 7.000 
,~ .. 8. 000 
9 .. 9.000 
10 10.000 
11 .. 11.000 
12 .. 12.000 
13 .. 13 '000 
14 .. 14,000 
15 .. 15.000 
16 .. 16.000 
17 .. 17.000 
1~ .. 18. 000 
19 .. 19.000 
20 .. 20.000 
21 .. 21.000 
22 .. 22.000 
23 .. 23.000 
24 .. 24.000 
25 .. 25.000 
26 .. 26.000 
27 .. 27.000 
28 .. 28·000 
29 • 29.000 
3a .. 30.000 
3t .. 31.000 
32 .. 32.000 
3~~ .. 33.000 
34- .. 34·000 
35 .. 35.000 
36 .. 36.000 
37 .. 37'000 
38 • 38.000 
C**·***************************·***4*************************** 
C************************************************************** 
C***** TIT~E... S:INSTGT, HELRAD ****** 









C*** x .. A~D Y .. CBSRDINATES BF THE TARG~TS; CBMPUTES THE 8EA~" 
C*** I~G AND DISTANCE FR8M THE HELICBPTER AND MAINTAINS THE 
C*** TARGET peINTERs S8 THAT THE TARGETS ARE IN A CIRCULAR 




























IHRCe M IRH( 50),IH(SQ),KC( 2ti) 
Cf1 M'-18 N 
* IBINTRE / 8INLST(51150)1 HDBLST, NXTNBD 








N9RTGT, NuMTGTI TGTIO 
TGTTYP(100), 
* 





















. , .. 39.000 
40 .. 40.000 
41 .. 1+1.000 
42 .. lj.2.000 
. 43 .. 43.000 
• ........ 44 41+.000 
4':5 .. lj.5.000 
46 .. 46,000 
47 .. 47.000 
48 .. 43.000 
49 .. 49.000 
50 .. 50.000 
51 .. 51.000 
52 .. '52. 000 
53 .. 53'000 
54 .. 54.000 
S5 ... 55-000 
c::' ,0 .. 56·000 
57 .. 57.000 
58 .. 53.000 
59 .. 59.000 
6·:) .- 60·000 
61 .. 61.JOO 
62 .. 62.000 




65 .. 65.000 
66 .. 66.000 
67 .. 67.000 
6~ .. 68.000 
63 .. 69.000 
70 .. 70.000 
71 .. 71.000 
72 .. 72.000 
73 .. 73.000 
74 .. 74·000 
75 .. 75.000 
76 .. 76.000 
77 .. 77.000 
7p, .. 78. 0 00 
79 ... 79.000 
c 
C************************************************************** 






A ( 6) 1 
A(460), 
PSIR), 
? I ) , 
A(35B), D2R)1 
A ( 461 ), T \~ e PI) 
C************************************************.*****.******* 






* FSTVrS, HEADI TAIL" fGTEND, 
* TGTID, TGTPTR, TGTSTR, fGTTYP 
C 
C************************************************************** 










C*** GF.T NEW TA~GET 10 ••• 
e 
IF (NUMTGT .GT. (MAxTGT~N8RTGT» 
r. 
NUMTGT = MAXTGT-NSRTGT 





I~ITIALIlE THE TARGET ?9INTER ARRAY TA ZERe ••• 
DB 21 I = 112 
aB 1, J = 1,100 





81 ... 81.000 2 
32 .. 82·000 C 
83 • 83.000 C***** 
80+ ... 84. 000 
85 ... 85.000 
8S .. 86.000 C 
~7 ... 87.000 
88 ... 38. 000 C 
83 .. 39.000 C***** 
90 ... 90.000 C 
91 .. 91.000 
92 ... 92.000 C 
93 .. 93.000 C***** 
94 ... 94'000 C 
95 ... 95.0uo 
9 6 .. 9 6 • 000 C 
97 .. 97.000 
98 ... 98.000 
99 ... 99. 000 




102 .. 102·000 C 
103 .. 103.000 C***** 




106 .. 106.000 
107 .. 107 '000 
10~ ... 108.000 
109 ... 109.000 C 
110 .. 110.000 
111 .. 111.000 
112 .. 112.000 
113 .,. 113'000 C 
114 .. 114.000 C***** 
115 .. 115.000 C 
116 ... 116-000 20 
117 .. 117·000 
118 .. 118,000 C 
119 .. 119.000 
120 • 120.000 C 
CfjNTINU~ CoNT NU 
I.\lDEx :I 0 
REPEAT 100 .. \.JHILE I~~DE)( < t\iUMTGT 
TGTID :II NBRTGT + INDEX 
CeMPUTE 4;;: AI) I :-JG ANI) DISTANCE ••• 
CALL HOGDST 
Ftx paINTERs ••• 
IF (TGTlI") .EQ. NBRiGT) GB Te 30 
IDCC w = TAIL IDCW = HEAD 
NTGHI)G = TGTHOG(TGTID) 
IF (NTr,HDG .. TGTHDG ( I DCw) ) 101 201 ~o 
TNSERT INTG LIST ... 




TGTPTRC1,TGTID) = IDCCW 
TGTPTR(2,TGTID) :I IDCW 
IF e ( I DCA .EQ. HEAD) -AND. (TAIL 
-\lE' 
f-"EAD :I TGTIO 
GB TS 50 
GF.'T THE ~EXT TARGET ••• 
IDCCw :I i DCIII 
IDC:W = iGTPTR (2 .. IDCCW) 












































































































... 1lt2. 000 
.. H3.000 
































TAIL = TGTIC 
G9 TS 10 












upDATE TARGET pS I 'HERS ••• 
IF (HDGDr F .LE. 
IF (HDGDIF .GT. 
IF (A8SCr1DGDIF) 
IF (HDGDIF .LE· 
HDGE'JD :: f-IDGDI;:-
LSTVIS :: TGTID 
HDGDIF 





= HDGDIF + TW8 P t 
:: HDGDIF .. TWa"! 
Ga T6 60 Ga T8 55 





HDGSTR = HDGDIF 
FSTVIS :: TGTID 

















1 ... 1'000 
2 .. 2.000 
3 .. 3.000 
4 .. 4.000 
5 .. 5.000 
6 .. 6.000 
7 .. 7.000 
6 .. a.ooo 
g .. 9.000 
10 .. 10.000 
11 " .. 11.000 
12 .. 12.000 
13 .. 13. 000 
14 .. l'hOOO 




17 .. 17.000 
1~ .. 13.000 
19 .. 19.000 
20 .. 20.000 
21 .. 21.000 




24 .. 24.000 
2S .. 25.000 
26 .. 26.00C 
27 .. 27.000 
28 .. 28.000 
29 .. 29.000 




32 .. 32.000 
33 .,. 33.000 
34 .. 34.000 
35 .. 35.000 
36 .. 36.000 
37 .. 37.000 
38 .. 38.000 
C********.******·*********** •••• ********.********************** 
C***************************.**.*******************************" 
C***** TITLE... S:RANDUMJ HELRAD *****~ 
C***** LAST M~D!FIED: 20 JAN, '32: VDREN ****** 


































CB~PUTES u~IFBR~LY DIST~I8uTED RAND8M REAL " 
NUMBERS BETWEEN 0.0 AND 1.0 AND RANDBM t~TEGERS aETWE~N ; 
ZER6 AND 2 •• 31... EACH ENTRY USES AS INPUT A~ I~TEG~R' I 
::<A\,QSM NUMBER AND PRBDUCES A NEw I NTEGER AND REAL RA~neM...., 
'u~BER'" " I 
1 
DESCRIPTISN e~ PARAMETERS: l 'tNTx' .. FBR THE FIRST ENTRY THIS MUST C3~TAI~ ANY 9~D 
INTEGER Nu~aER WIT~ NINE 8R L~sS DIGITS ••• 
AFTER THE FIRST ENTRy, 'IRx' SHoULD aE THE l 
PREVI8U S VALUE SF !IRy' COMPUTED BY THIS SUR-
R8UTINE ••• 
fINTY' - A RESULTANT I~TE3E~ RANDBM NUMgER RE~UI~ED ~eRl 
THE NEXT ENTRY T9 THIS SUBRBUTINE •• ' 




t~FLP, - THE RESULTANT, UNIFBRMLY DISTRIBUTED, FL~ATT~G 
MEn~BD : 
PBINT, RA~DBM ~UMBER wITH RANGF 0.0 T9 1.0 ••• ~ 
I 





















n 39 .. 39.000 4° .. 4°. 000 
41 .. 41.000 
n 42 
... 42.000 
43 ... 1+3.000 
44 ... 44.000 
n 
45 .. 45.000 
46 .. 46.000 
47 .. 47·000 
48 ... 48'000 
n 49 .. 49.000 so .. 50,000 
Sl .. 51.000 
l 52 
.. 52.000 
53 .. 53.000 
54 ... 54.000 
5:1 • 55.000 
l 56 .. 56.000 57 ... 57.000 
58 .. 58.000 
l S9 .. 59.000 60 .. 60.000 61 • 61.000 







020-80111 RANDaM NUMBER GENERATleN A~D TESTTNG 











I ~TF.GER I NTxI I NTY 
RETURN 
INTY = I~Tx*65539 
I NTX ~ r NTy 
I~TY = INTV + 2147483647 + 1 
WFLP = TNTY 
~FLP ~ WFLP*0.4656613E-9 
C************************************************************** 
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